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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The FLEXCoop project aims at providing cooperatives with innovative tools to exploit
consumers’ flexibility as dynamic Virtual Power Plants (VPPs). From a technical point of view,
the use of flexibility as a system resource for balancing and ancillary services ensuring grid
stability and alleviation of network constraints is being more and more acknowledged. The
ongoing regulatory reforms are making room for such services and some companies have
already had successful experience at the industrial level. However, the implementation of such
business models at residential level remains a challenge as acquisition costs are high in the
residential sector and consumers’ awareness limited and market roles sometimes frictional.
The elaboration of FLEXCoop business model is based on the Osterwalder Business Model
Canvas, a widespread methodology supporting the description of a business model by
identifying its core value proposition, its supporting infrastructure and relationship to client and
summarizing cost structures and revenue streams.
FLEXCoop takes place in Smart Grid environment where numerous interactions take place,
between conventional roles like system operators, wholesale market and power retailers; but
also with the more innovative roles like aggregators and energy efficiency and management
services and the new role of consumers. Although the current Spanish and Dutch regulatory
context provides several limits to the use of the FLEXCoop solution, the ongoing European
reforms proposed by the Clean Energy Package will put in place a favourable environment
allowing the access to more opportunities. The context is finally characterised by the various
economic opportunities to valorise flexibility. Currently, the main flexibility markets are the
balancing market operated by Transport System Operators (TSOs), the short-term markets
(wholesale market), the congestion management market, which is still at an exploratory phase
and to some extent capacity mechanisms. Demand-side flexibility is also very valuable at local
level, to ensure better consumption of Distributed Energy Resources (DER).
The FLEXCoop solution can be described as a set of products including: the Open Smart Box
(OSB) which is the main hardware component; the App for prosumer including Informative
Billing, Energy Monitoring and Analytics application; as well as two complementary tools for
prosumers: the Generation Monitoring and Forecasting and the Electromobility Solution.
FLEXCoop also includes Aggregator Tools: the Application for energy retailers, aggregators,
local communities and cooperatives of consumers and prosumers as well the FLEXCoop
Marketplace enabling several aggregators and several prosumers to interact on a shared
platform.
Based on these tools and the Smart Grid environment, FLEXCoop can support five main
business models.
-

-

In Business Model (BM) 1: ‘Energy efficiency, comfort and self-generation
monitoring’, the cooperative takes the role of Energy Service Company (ESCO) putting
in place self-learning automation of appliances; consumption monitoring services; selfconsumption optimisation.
BM 2: ‘Consumption optimisation of cooperatives resources’ addresses cooperatives
with the role of aggregator/retailer, performing appliances operations aggregation and
scheduling in order to match in one case cooperative RES generation (BM 2a) and/or in
the other case low wholesale prices hours (BM 2b).
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BM 3: ‘Participation into balancing and ancillary services’ concerns cooperative taking
the role of (independent) aggregator who uses FLEXCoop tools in order to schedule
appliances in order to respond to flexibility requests (on balancing, congestion
management or wholesale market)
BM 4: ‘Microgrid-as-a-Service’ where cooperatives plays the role of assets manager
and local distribution grid manager
BM 5: ‘Neutral platform for aggregator- prosumer’ addresses the role of the Flexibility
Sharing Platform can play as an (online) intermediary between prosumers and several
aggregators enabling them to exchange information and to contract in an easier manner.

Each of this business scenario is characterised by a specific value chain, specific FLEXCoop
tools required to perform the services and economic and ethical gain that may vary according
to the service delivered. Business model canvas reveal the common aspects but also the specific
points of each of these business models.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The FLEXCoop Project aims at providing cooperatives with innovative tools to exploit
consumers’ flexibility as dynamic Virtual Power Plants (VPPs). From a technical point of view,
the use of flexibility as a system resource for balancing and ancillary services ensuring grid
stability and alleviation of network constraints is being increasingly acknowledged. The
ongoing regulatory reforms are making room for such services and some companies have
already had successful experience at the industrial level. However, the implementation of such
business models at residential level remains a challenge as acquisition costs are high in the
residential sector, consumers’ awareness limited and market roles sometimes frictional.
The elaboration of innovative business models within the FLEXCoop project takes place in a
singular context made of the European regulatory environment, the ongoing processes of
digitalisation and energy transition, and the specificities of the cooperative actors. The
liberalisation of the energy sector has led to a split of electricity actors. This has meant a
fragmentation of the value that can be derived from demand-side flexibility, but also
opportunities to define new complementary actors’ relationship. The context of energy
transition is characterised by voluntary policies to achieve climate policy goals as well as fast
decreasing price of Renewable Energy Source (RES) technology. The digitalisation of the
energy sector is a parallel trend driven by the need to manage real-time energy flow, but also
by the opportunity to bring the innovation from the digital sector in this field. This is
characterised by the prime importance of data, the entry of new actors (aggregators and other
digital energy services providers) and a new, more direct, relationship to customers. Finally,
energy cooperatives are thriving all over Europe and have the potential to play a leading role in
this broad transition. They are characterised by a direct involvement of members in the co-op’s
governance and are value-driven, aiming at achieving the energy transition and local
community development. They are especially promising models to involve electricity end-users
into demand response activities. Academic research shows a statistically significant effect of
(co-)ownership of renewable energy production facilities on the willingness of citizens to adjust
their consumption behaviour to match their electricity demand to production level [1].
The new landscape where traditional energy actors are shaken up and new entities take new
roles requires to carefully addressing how FLEXCoop can find its way to the market through
innovative business models. A business model can be defined in different manners:
« The business model is a coordinated plan to design strategy along all three vectors [customer
interaction, asset configuration and knowledge leverage» (Venkatraman et Henderson,1998)
« An architecture for the product, service and information flows, including a description of the
various business actors and their roles; a description of the potential benefits for the various
business actors; a description of the source of revenue. » (Timmers 1998)
«A business model is nothing else than the architecture of a firm and its network of partners for
creating, marketing and delivering value and relationship capital to one or several segments of
customers in order to generate profitable and sustainable revenue streams » (Dubosson-Torbau,
Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2002)
Source: V. Potocan et al., 2017 [2]
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This deliverable at hand aims at clarifying the different ways the FLEXCoop solution can
bring value to its users. The main tool for this purpose is the “Osterwalder Business Model
Canvas” describing in a synthetic manner the value proposition and the cost and revenue
structure of a given proposition (Chap. 2). This methodology will be applied to the different
business scenarios initially identified (Chap. 4) and refined in this document, after having
clarified the regulatory and market environment in which FLEXCoop is being deployed
(Chap 3).
2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. The Osterwalder Business Model Canvas
The Business Model Canvas is a widespread methodology supporting the description of a
business model or ‘value proposition’ by identifying its cost structures and revenue streams.
This methodology structures costs and revenues according to three main categories for each
aspect, enabling a non-detailed overview of the profitability of a given activity.

“Business Model Canvas is a strategic management and lean start-up template for developing new or
documenting existing business models. It is a visual chart with elements describing a firm's or
product's value proposition, infrastructure, customers, and finances. It assists firms in aligning their
activities by illustrating potential trade-offs.
Source: Wikipedia

The Osterwalder canvas includes the nine items outlined in the diagram below.
Key
Key Partners

Customer

Activities

Value

Key

Proposition

Resources
Cost Structure

Relationship

Customer

Channels

Segment

Revenue Streams

Table 1: The nine elements of the Osterwalder canvas
A more complete diagram is available in section 7.1 ‘Annex: Osterwalder Canvas’.
The key questions to be answered in order to fill these nine boxes are listed below:
Infrastructure
 Key Activities:
o What “Key Activities” do our “Value Propositions” require?
o Our “Distribution Channels”?
o “Customer Relationships”?
o “Revenue Streams”?
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Key Resources:
o What “Key Resources” do our “Value Propositions” require?
o Our “Distribution Channels”?
o “Customer Relationships”?
o “Revenue Streams”?
Key Partners:
o Who are our key partners?
o Who are our key suppliers?
o Which “Key Resources” are we acquiring from partners?
o Which “Key Activities” do partners perform?

Offering
 Value Propositions:
o What value do we deliver to the customer?
o Which one of our customer’s problems are we helping to solve?
o What bundles of products and services are we offering to each “Customer
Segment”?
o Which customer needs are we satisfying
Customers
 Customer Segments:
o For whom are we creating value?
o Who are our most important customers?
 Channels:
o Through which “Channels” do our “Customer Segments” want to be reached?
o How are we reaching them now?
o How are our “Channels” integrated?
o Which ones work best?
o Which ones are most cost-efficient?
o How are we integrating them with customer routines?
 Customer Relationships:
o What type of relationship does each of our “Customer”
o Segments expect us to establish and maintain with them?
o Which ones have we established?
o How are they integrated with the rest of our business model?
o How costly are they?
Finances
 Cost Structure:
o What are the most important costs inherent in our business model?
o Which “Key Resources” are most expensive?
o Which “Key Activities” are most expensive?
 Revenue Streams:
o For what value are our customers really willing to pay?
o For what do they currently pay?
o How are they currently paying?
o How would they prefer to pay?
o How much does each “Revenue Stream” contribute to overall revenues?
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2.2. The main steps of FLEXCoop Business Models analysis
Using the business model canvas requires preliminary definition of the context in including the
different actors of the energy sector, the regulation in place and the economic situation for the
targeted markets. It also requires clarification of the available products as core items, which can
set up different solution or ‘value proposition’, and finally the business scenarios that will be
assessed individually. This review will be completed by an overview of common contractual
parameters and a review of contractual aspects related to each business model.
These clarifications will be made by following the steps below:
1. Smart Grid environment and value chain
a. Actors ecosystem: main actors and value chain including power flow, data flow,
money flow
b. Regulation overview: DR related legislation in Spain and Netherlands and at EU
level
c. Economic context: flexibility markets overview
d. Tools: Introduction to FLEXCoop main products
e. Business scenarios: update of business scenarios provided in previous
deliverable (FLEXCoop Deliverable D2.1 on End-user and Business
Requirements)
f. Overview of contractual parameters
2. Individual Business Model (BM) Analysis: BM 1
a. Specific value chain (same as above)
b. Assets/products/tools (provided by the project) to be utilized
c. Economic or ethical gains for each actor.
d. Business Model Canvas per actor (revenue and cost structures)
i. Aggregator
ii. Prosumer
3. Individual Business Model (BM) Analysis: BM 2
a. …
3. FLEXCOOP SMART GRID ENVIRONMENT AND VALUE CHAIN
The energy market is a fast changing environment with new technologies, new actors, new
market scales. The following section details the main hypothesis chosen to project the
FLEXCoop solution in a near future.
3.1. Actors Ecosystem
3.1.1. Overview of Smart Grid actors and Smart Grid value chain
A generic value network/chain defines the creation of value as a result of the diﬀerent activities
carried out among a group of actors in a specific scenario. Porter developed the concept of
Value Chain as the chain of activities creating and adding value, so called value ﬂow, for all
stakeholders involved [3]. Following this, Porter also deﬁned a broader concept of value
including economic, social and environmental values where primary activities are facilitated by
support activities which run in parallel with primary activities [4].
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Therefore, this generic value network must represent the main players of the FLEXCoop and,
depending on the business case, the interactions amongst them. This network will introduce the
main business roles involved and the contribution of each of them in the delivery of a potential
product or a service. More specifically, it will present the flow of power between the
participants, the exchange of information which is necessary in order to compose any new
service and the money flow pertaining to their business relationships.
This process will identify the participating business roles and determine which role is
undertaken by each of the involved actors. An actor may perform multiple roles and inversely
one role may be undertaken by various actors. The ultimate target of this step is for all
FLEXCoop partners to explore the different business cases that could originate from their
participation in this project and gain a more business-oriented understanding of FLEXCoop to
produce sustainable business plans at the end of the project.
The list below provides an overview of Smart Grid actors and a description of their role.
The following list details the main roles required to manage a Smart Grid
1. Power Production consists in generating power, using either fossil fuels or Renewable
Energy Sources (RES). This role may include multiple actors independently of their
size, i.e. from large power plants to small residential prosumers.
2. The Power Transmission grid is operated by the Transport System Operator (TSO).
Transmission consists in transporting electricity through the High Voltage grid from the
generation units and interconnection services to the distribution grids. The TSO is
responsible for the maintenance of the transmission system and for taking the necessary
actions (mainly capacity development) to guarantee its ability to satisfy the evolving
demand as well as maintaining the real-time balance of the overall system. In the
framework of FLEXCoop project the TSO would be able to use ancillary services
offered by prosumers/consumers and storage systems owner to operate better the grid.
3. The Power Distribution grid is operated by the Distribution System Operator (DSOs.
It is connected with the transmission grid and provides Low (or Medium) Voltage power
to end users. The DSO is responsible for operating the distribution system and planning
the capacity expansion required to satisfy the future demand. Its role is also crucial for
the integration of distributed generators in the smart grid. In the same line that TSO,
DSOs would be able to use ancillary services offered by prosumers/consumers and
storage systems to reach a better operation of their grids.
4. The Wholesale Market is the place where demand and offer of electricity meet each
other. It combines the offer represented by power producers and traders, and the demand
represented by retailers and industrial consumers. The wholesale market includes the
future market, short-term markets (day ahead and intraday) as well as bilateral
agreements.
5. The Power Retailers perform the final sale of power to end users. These agents forecast
the future demand and buy the related amounts in the wholesale market, which they then
resell to their customers. In FLEXCoop, the aim is to enhance the role of cooperatives
from green electricity producers and retailers to flexibility demand aggregators opening
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up ancillary/balancing service markets to the participation of local small-scale energy
assets.
6. The Balance responsibility is hold by the Balancing Responsible Party (BRP) who
operates as an intermediate between the Retailers and the TSO; the TSO holds the
ultimate responsibility for the overall system. The BRP is responsible to guarantee that
the quantity reserved by the retailers matches the consumption of its customers at all
time, and may be penalised by the TSO when it is not the case. In FLEXCoop, demand
flexibility-based VPP are expected to: (i) gradually evolve to active balancing and
ancillary assets for the distribution grid; (ii) promote self-consumption, (iii) ensure
microgrid operational stability and reliability.
7. The Aggregators pool various assets (demand-side resources and distributed
generation) in order to sell them as a unique resource. The aggregator acts as an
intermediate between the assets owners and the electricity markets. In FLEXCoop,
cooperatives assume the role of aggregator.
8. The Energy Efficiency and Management Services role may be taken by an EV fleet
manager, a battery operator, an Energy Service Company (ESCO). These agents offer
the necessary equipment (e.g., EV, building monitoring system or renewable energy)
and automated operations (e.g. ERP), which allow a consumption schedule to be
realized (e.g. Automated DR event). They operate as intermediates between the
aggregator and the end-users. In the FLEXCoop project, many of such services could
be delivered by the cooperatives using the FLEXCoop solution provided existing
regulatory barriers have been surpassed.
9. Power Consumption refers to all consumers whether residential or industrial who
consume power for their daily lives, activities and operations. As it becomes apparent
below, we choose to distinguish between power consumption and energy storage,
because the latter term refers to appliances (batteries) which consume power for
supplying energy for other devices or inserting it to the grid.
In the framework of FLEXCoop Project, also in the electric systems of the future, power
consumers would be able to adapt their demand to external signals. The aggregated
flexibility in its demand could be offered as ancillary services to DSOs and TSOs, so
even small consumers could adapt their electric demand to the state of the grid to support
grid operators in the operation of the system.
10. The Energy Storage refers to the means which capture/store the produced electricity
for some future use. This is because batteries do not literary produce new power but
may inject the previously generated power in the grid, targeting for example to smooth
out the negative impact of peak loads. The stored energy may be utilized for local
consumption (e.g. power plant), or it may be injected in the grid, to be used by others.
Therefore we choose to assign a separate role for energy storage even though it could
be also represented as a combination of consumption and production. Following the idea
of flexible demand shown before for the consumer, energy storage systems could adapt
its charging and discharging patterns to provide ancillary services to the system and
support DSOs and TSOs in the operation of the system.
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11. The Energy Cooperative, refers to a group of citizens who cooperate on
(renewable) energy or energy efficiency. The criteria to be identified as a cooperative
are related to the seven principles promoted by the International Cooperative Alliance1:
1) Voluntary and Open Membership 5) Education,
Training
and
2) Democratic Member Control
Information
3) Member Economic Participation
6) Cooperation among Co-operatives
4) Autonomy and Independence
7) Concern for Community
A cooperative may be involved in various part of the supply chain: production, supply,
distribution, storage, services or electrical vehicle sharing, and can fulfil different roles among
those described above. The different cooperative business models are further detailed in the
following section.
WiseGRID [5] is a Horizon 2020 project which take parts in BRIDGE2 and aims at developing
a set of Smart Grid tools related to storage technologies, electro-mobility and demand response
enabling all energy stakeholders to play an active role towards a democratic energy transition
project. This project evolves in a similar environment to the FLEXCoop. In the WiseGRID the
generic value network for Smart Grids is deﬁned and studied, providing recommendations to
stakeholders for the initiation and overcoming of barriers for the development of renewable
energy use. This value network is presented in Figure 1 and depicts the ten key business roles
and their interaction in terms of power, information and money flows. This generic value
network represents a vast number of scenarios and the most important players, also including
those related to FLEXCoop use cases and scenarios. Its purpose is to serve as a
guideline/template for creating and analysing various business cases and scenarios primarily
for the project as well as for the larger energy community, where it will also be publicly
disseminated as a FLEXCoop outcome. In its current form, the generic value network includes
all the business roles detailed above.

1

More information related to the seven principles is available
https://www.ica.coop/en/whats-co-op/co-operative-identity-values-principles

2

BRIDGE is a Commission initiative for the cooperation of Smart Grid related H2020 projects. More
information is available on BRIDGE’s website: https://www.h2020-bridge.eu/
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Figure 1: The generic Smart Grid value network from WiseGRID project

3.1.2. The Various Roles of Energy Cooperatives
The “Intelligent Energy Europe” project REScoop 20-20-20 [6] provides a typology of six
REScoop Business Models (BM):


BMi – Local group of citizens
o Description: The BMi REScoop is born from a group of citizens in a bottomup approach with the motivation to fulfil a need they have identified. The
REScoop keeps a small size and develops small local projects, such as solar
panels or a watermill.
o Resources: The REScoop mainly functions on volunteering without employees.
They have a limited capital and the financial resources mainly come from the
members (shares, loans).
o Example: a group of citizens who decide to renovate a watermill in their village
in order to produce electricity enters in this category.
o Cooperative’s role: an energy cooperative can be a very small initiative made
up out of a handful of citizens on a voluntary basis. These initiatives are mostly
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related to generation, but in the future, the prosumers could structure themselves
as cooperatives too, e.g. through joint purchasing of self-generation equipment.


BMii – Regional-national REScoop
o Description: The BMii REScoop is either born from a group of citizens that has
scaled up or from an external initiative that gathered the relevant actors together.
The motivation is either to meet specific needs or to take up opportunities. The
objective is to develop a mix of activities and/or to be active on various energy
sources. They generally develop different projects at a regional or national level
with different production sites.
o Resources: They function with volunteers as well as employees for the
operational issues. The financial sources are more diversified and they develop
partner relationships on different matters.
o Example: Typically, a REScoop that develops photovoltaic projects and wind
projects at the level of a country enters in this category. This is also the case for
Endona and Escozon3.
o Cooperative’s role: a majority of cooperatives are simple energy producers.
Citizens involved generally have an interest to consume the electricity
generated. However this depends on collective self-consumption regulation.



BMiii – Fully integrated REScoop
o Description: The BMiii REScoop is a fully integrated business model in terms
of services: production, supply, distribution when possible, and other services.
This is an advanced model that results from a quite long organisational
trajectory. The objective here is to function independently on the different
dimension of energy provision.
o Resources: These REScoops function with employees as well as with
volunteers.
o Example: A grid-owning cooperatives, such as the old Italian energy
cooperatives or Electricitätswerke Schönau4, enter in this category. This is the
case of Som Energia (but no distribution).
o Cooperative’s role: Cooperatives can be producer and retailer (and
exceptionally DSO)



BMiv – Network of REScoops
o Description: A REScoop developer or incubator puts venture capital in new
project and develops autonomous REScoops at the local level on the same
business model. The scaling up strategy relies on the replication of a proven and
successful organisational scheme in various localities, which permits scales of
economies, time and energy in developing the projects. They also develop the
same types of partnerships, both at the local and meso levels.

3

More information is available at: https://endona.nl/ and http://www.escozon.nl/ (in Dutch)

4

More information on EWS is available at: https://www.ews-schoenau.de/ (in German)
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o Example: Typically, this is the Business Model implemented by Energy4All
(UK)5.
o Cooperative’s role: Some cooperative are specialised in replicating functioning
business models and could play a role in the spreading of innovative
technologies or new business models.


BMv – Multi-stakeholder governance model
o Description: The REScoop gathers all the stakeholders who have a role to play
in the provision and consumption of renewable energy (consumers, producers,
workers, communities, partners) through a complex governance structure. The
REScoop governance model can be organized at the local level (with local
multiple stakeholders) or at the level of a territory with a pyramidal structure
from the local to the territory level.
o Example: This is the business model of Enercoop6 (France).
o Cooperative’s role: Some cooperatives may ‘connect’ different operators,
which means for a retailer that production may be contracted to its members
through bi-lateral contracts or PPAs, but also a closer relationship with
consumers at local level.



BMvi – Non-energy-focused organisation
o Description: This category includes different types of projects initiated by a
local actor whose main focus is not energy production or supply. The renewable
energy project can serve energy saving purposes but it can also be a vehicle for
education and awareness-raising (for instance when schools or other local
institutions want to concretely showcase how the energy transition they advocate
for can become a reality).
o Resources: The funding is then provided by the host organisation, either through
its own funds or through a larger contribution of citizens or other stakeholders.
o Examples: Typically, existing cooperatives (such as farmer cooperatives), local
education institutions or non-profits developing a citizen-based renewable
energy activity as a side project complementary to their activities enter in this
category. Community organisations responding to different needs within the
community (energy but also housing, mobility, education, etc.) are also typical
of this model.
o Cooperative’s role: Some cooperatives which are active in the energy sector do
not have it as a core focus. This means lower level of expertise in certain areas,
but also higher potential to reach out to new communities.

The energy cooperative sector is very diverse and range from local, small initiatives at a
neighbourhood level up to national-scale retailers, from conventional structure to multistakeholder or network-type governance, and professionalised structure up to non-energy actors

5

More information on Energy4all is available at: https://energy4all.co.uk/

6

More information on Enercoop is available at: http://www.enercoop.fr/ (in French)
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and sometimes volunteers. The main characteristics that can be summarised are that
cooperatives can be:
-

A group of citizens with local project (BMi), they may use collective auto consumption
as a scheme to benefit from their project;
Energy producer at a wider scale (BMii), there is limited possible connection with
consumers, the best option remains to combine with a cooperative which can play the
role of retailer and buys the electricity from other coops (BMv);
Conventional retailers owning part of their production and also buying on the market
(BMiii);
Energy cooperatives with a more distant role to energy markets. They can come from
other sector (BMvi), which means the solution needs to be easily accessible for nonexpert (e.g. social housing association wishing to install and optimise a solar installation
at a (multi-)building level); they can also be specialist into support activities to other
cooperatives (BMiv) , which means that a replicable business models could benefit from
their support.

3.2. Regulation Overview
An overview of the EU and as pilot sites’ national regulations is already available in FLEXCoop
deliverable ‘D2.2 Regulatory, Market, Socio-economic and Ethical Context Analysis’. This
section gathers the most relevant points related to the regulation at both pilot sites (ES and NL)
and the European regulation, especially the “Clean Energy Package” [9] which appears the most
appropriate for a possible commercial deployment of the FLEXCoop solution.
3.2.1. European Regulation
The Clean Energy Package will introduce a set of new dispositions related to digitalised energy
services. This encompasses the right to a smart meter and to provide third party access to
consumption data; the possibility to get hourly tariffs; the right to self-consume without
discriminative tax or measures; the right for consumers to contract with independent
aggregation without third party authorisation and the possibility for aggregators to access to the
market with non-discriminative products requirements.
The following section is a summary of the main dispositions included in the set of regulations
proposed by the European Commission as the “Clean Energy For All European” package. A
more complete review is included in FLEXCoop Deliverable 2.2 ‘Regulatory, Market, SocioEconomic and Ethical Context Analysis in Pilot Sites and Anticipated (short- and mid-term)
Evolutions’
Current EU Regulation
In the following paragraphs, the EU regulations that are explicitly referred to incentive-based
demand response market are highlighted.
The current Electricity Directive [7] specifies the term energy efficiency/demand-side
management as an “approach aimed at influencing the amount and timing of electricity
consumption in order to reduce primary energy consumption and peak loads by giving
precedence to investments in energy efficiency measures, or other measures”.
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Chapter II, 3 clearly states: “Nothing in this Directive shall prevent Member States from
strengthening the market position of the household, small and medium-sized consumers by
promoting the possibilities of voluntary aggregation of representation for that class of
consumers”. Although in this paragraph the aggregation is not clearly correlated to demand
response, it seems as a preparatory sentence for the establishment of a demand response
framework.
Beside this, Article 3.2 states that the Member States may implement long-term planning taking
into account the possibility of third parties seeking access to the system. Also, Article 25.7
requires the distribution system operators to consider energy efficiency/demand-side
management measures when planning system upgrades.
The Energy Efficiency Directive [8] sets the regulatory basis for the explicit demand response
in Europe. The Directive introduces and defines the role of aggregator as “a demand service
provider that combines multiple short-duration consumer loads for sale or auction in organized
energy markets”.
In this sense, Article 15 specifies that detrimental incentives in transmission and distribution
tariffs to the overall electricity system efficiency must be removed, including those that might
prevent participation of demand response in balancing markets. It also states that national
regulatory authorities shall encourage the participation of demand response in wholesale and
retail markets, as well as ensure demand response providers to be treated in a nondiscriminatory manner in the balancing market.
More specifically, according to this article 15.4, Member States must:



remove any incentives that may impede the participation and exploitation of demand
response, in balancing markets and ancillary services procurement.
ensure, within the framework of Directive 2009/72/EC, that tariffs allow suppliers to
improve consumer participation in system efficiency, including demand response,
depending on national circumstances.

The most important part of the Directive is Article 15.8, which clearly establishes the regulatory
framework of explicit demand response. This article focuses on the consumer access to the
energy markets, either individually or through aggregation. Based on this article, Member
States must:





ensure that national regulatory authorities encourage and support demand side resources
(e.g. demand response), to participate alongside supply in wholesale and retail markets;
ensure that transmission and distribution system operators, treat demand response
providers (including aggregators) fair and in a non-discriminatory manner towards
meeting requirements for balancing and ancillary services. To this end, the relevant
operators should evaluate the technical capabilities of the demand response providers
objectively respecting any technical constraints inherent in managing networks;
promote and facilitate access to and participation of demand response in balancing,
reserve and other system services markets. Among other things, this requires the
definition of the technical modalities for participation in these markets on the basis of
the technical requirements of these markets and the demand response capabilities.
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These technical requirements and specifications subject to technical constraints inherent in
managing networks and must include the participation of aggregators. Their definition is
performed by the corresponding national energy regulatory authorities; where the national
regulatory systems so require, transmission system operators and distribution system operators
in close cooperation with demand response service providers and consumers.
Finally, the Network Codes7 describe the terms and conditions under which demand-side
flexibility providers will be able to participate in the electricity markets. The electricity
balancing guideline, the Network Code on demand connection and the guideline on electricity
transmission system operation include aspects relevant to explicit demand response.
The Clean Energy for All Europeans Package
The Clean Energy Package8 clearly states that the regulatory changes previously introduced by
the new regulation, combined with: (i) the shift from centralized to decentralized generation,
and (ii) the smart and interconnected markets, will enforce consumers to generate their own
energy, store it, share it, consume it or sell it back to the market – directly or as energy
cooperatives. This regulatory framework enables consumers to offer demand response directly
or through energy aggregators.
In this sense, the package obligates all Member States to introduce a conducive legal framework
for demand response aggregators to foster market participation of demand response. Among
the general rules for the electricity market that the revised Electricity Directive [4] introduces,
the long-term hedging opportunities are included and made tradable on exchange in an open
and transparent manner and compliant with EU treaty rules on competition. In regard with
Demand Response, the revised Electricity Directive [10] specifies as follows:
Article 2. Definitions
 “Aggregator” means a market participant that combines multiple customer loads or
generated electricity for sale, for purchase or auction in any organised energy market;
 “Independent aggregator” means an aggregator that is not affiliated to a supplier or any
other market participant
 “Demand response” is defined as the change of electricity load by final customers from
their normal or current consumption patterns in response to market signals, including
time-variable electricity prices or incentive payments, or in response to acceptance of
the final customer's bid, alone or through aggregation, to sell demand reduction or
increase at a price in organised markets.

7

“Network codes are a set of rules drafted by ENTSO-E, with guidance from the Agency for the Cooperation
of Energy Regulators (ACER), to facilitate the harmonisation, integration and efficiency of the European
electricity market” More information is available at: https://electricity.network-codes.eu/network_codes/

8

The Clean Energy for All Europeans Package is a set of legislative proposals published by the European
Commission in November 2016 and which gathers 8 proposed new and revised legislations including Energy
Performance in Buildings Directive, Renewable Energy Directive, Energy Efficiency Directive, Regulation
on the Governance of the Energy Union, Electricity Regulation, Electricity Directive, Risk-Preparedness
Regulation and Rules for the regulator ACER.
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“Active consumer” is a customer or group of customers who consume, store or sell
electricity generated on their premises, including through aggregators.
 “Local energy community” is a legal entity (association, cooperative partnership, nonprofit organisation, etc.) controlled by local shareholders or members that is involved
in distributed generation and in performing activities of a DSO, supplier or aggregator
at local level, including across borders.
 “Smart metering systems” are electronic system that can measure energy consumption,
providing, transmitting and receiving more information than a conventional meter for
monitoring and control purposes.
 “Interoperability” means, in the context of smart metering, the ability of two or more
energy or communication networks, systems, devices, applications or components to
exchange and use information.
 “Near-real time” is smart metering interoperability down to seconds that elapses
between data recording and their automated processing and transmission.
Article 13. Contract with an aggregator
 Aggregators are entitled to take part in the retail market without having to obtain the
consent of other market participants or pay compensation to suppliers or generators.
Final consumers have the right to receive all relevant demand response data or data on
supplied and sold electricity at least once per year.
Article 15. Active costumers and Article 16. Local energy communities
 Costumers have the right to engage in production, consumption, storage and sell of selfgenerated electricity in all organised markets without being subject to
disproportionately burdensome procedures or to discriminatory network charges.
Participation could be done individually or though aggregators. Implementation,
operation, metering and maintenance of energy installations of may be managed by a
third party. The electricity fed into the grid and the electricity consumed must be
accounted separately.
 Local energy communities have the right to engage in local energy generation,
distribution, aggregation, and storage and energy efficiency services. They would have
access to all organised markets and would have the right to establish, lease and manage
community networks.
Article 17. Demand Response
 Final customer participation should be encouraged by national regulatory authorities,
including those offering demand response through aggregators, to participate alongside
generators in a non-discriminatory manner in all organised markets.
 TSOs and DSOs must treat demand response providers in a non-discriminatory manner
when procuring ancillary services. Member States shall ensure aggregator participation
in the retail market though a clear and transparent regulatory framework.
 Only in case of induced imbalance, with an associated financial cost, by a market
participant to another, compensation payments may be allowed between aggregators
and BRPs.
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Article 20. Smart metering functionalities
 Information regarding accurately consumption measures shall be made available at
near-real time and at no additional cost to final costumers, in order to support automated
energy efficiency and demand response programs.
Article 31. Tasks of distribution system operators
 Unless justified by a cost-benefit analysis, the procurement of non-frequency ancillary
services by a distribution system operator shall be transparent, non-discriminatory and
market-based ensuring effective participation of all market participants including
renewable energy sources, demand response, energy storage facilities and aggregators,
in particular by requiring regulatory authorities or distribution system operators in close
cooperation with all market participants, to define technical modalities for participation
in these markets on the basis of the technical requirements of these markets and the
capabilities of all market participants
Article 32. Tasks of distribution system operators in the use of flexibility.
 Member States shall provide a regulatory framework that incentivise DSOs to procure
services in order to improve efficiencies in the operation and development of the
distribution systems. In particular, services from resources such as distributed
generation, demand response, storage and energy efficiency measures. Standardised
market products, that ensure access for all market participants, should be defined by
DSOs.
Specific attention is paid in the capacity mechanisms and the requirements that should be
fulfilled for their introduction in a market-compatible manner. Although the legislative proposal
includes principles for designing capacity mechanisms, Article 23 of the revised Electricity
Regulation [11] also specifies that Member States must enable first other alternative
mechanisms for grid balancing such as scarcity pricing, energy storage, demand side measures
and energy efficiency.
The FLEXCoop approach has been developed assuming that the latest EU regulations and
frameworks have been applied and no regulatory barriers exist. In this case, the whole solution
could set a unique automated DR framework with multiple benefits for all the involved
stakeholders, as this is further detailed in the various business scenarios examined in this
deliverable. Nevertheless current regulations in place provide a good overview of opportunities
and limitations as of today. The main regulatory barriers and enablers at national level for the
FLEXCoop pilot sites are summarised here below for each demo site.
3.2.2. Dutch Regulation and Market
Main barriers and enablers. The main market barriers for the FLEXCoop model in the
Netherlands are:
 the high dependence of the residential sector on gas,
 the need of a previous agreement and permission for demand aggregators by the
corresponding BRP;
 the lack of participation of energy cooperatives in any energy market in the country due
to the low size and their own business and social objective.
The main market enablers for the FLEXCoop model in the Netherlands are:
 the acceptance of restricted aggregated demand response in the ancillary service markets,
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the high level of self-consumption and motivation to upgrade/enlarge own RES assets.

Dutch electricity market might be considered as partially open for demand-side flexibility
participation, but greater commercial activation is yet to be achieved. Passive balancing is a
successful implicit DR scheme. FLEXCoop solution is based on explicit demand response.
Limited access to independent aggregators. The Dutch electricity market regulation forbids
the possibility of direct negotiation between independent aggregators and consumers, given the
fact that aggregators must always contract with BRPs. Competition over demand-side services
is blocked, hence, limiting the finance advantages of the FLEXCoop solution
Demand-side resources are mainly pooled by aggregators, most of them BRPs and generators,
from consumers such as greenhouses, hospitals and small industries with Combined Heat and
Power. Current conditions block the fair competition on organized markets as required by the
FLEXCoop business model.
Congestion management. FLEXCoop pilot sites is located in Heeten, in an exception area
where the regulator allows for experimentations to take place. For example, in the GridFlex
project, in which Endona and Escozon are involved, different grid tariffs are tested with the
local DSO.
Favourable self-generation conditions. Conditions for self-generation are very attractive for
domestic users. More than 70% of ODE’s surveyed members have generation assets for
electricity self-consumption. FLEXCoop’s management tools to improve and optimize the
consumption of self-generated energy could be tested in order to recommend improvements on
the related regulation.
Main opportunities for FLEXCoop in current regulation. Provide the current Dutch
regulation there would already be few identified main opportunities for the FLEXCoop pilot
demonstrator:






Home automation services (OSB) for the members of the cooperatives.
Awareness on energy consumption/generation through informative billing and
consumption/production monitoring and analytics for the members of cooperatives
The demonstrator could participate in demand response in a limited way, for the
ancillary service market and in agreement with the Balance Responsible Party.
The demonstrator may also apply the solution to participate in the own grid congestion
management, provided the exception area where it will be implemented.
Finally, a larger use of renewable energy source electricity by prosumers (selfgeneration) may be permitted by means of demand response control.

However, it should be mentioned that the FLEXCoop approach itself has been developed
assuming that the latest EU regulations and frameworks have been applied and no regulatory
barriers exist.
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3.2.3. Spanish Regulation and Market
Main barriers and enablers. The main market barriers for the FLEXCoop model in Spain are:




the impossibility to aggregate demand in any market;
the low acceptance of demand response in the ancillary service market and
the low uptake of self-consumption and Electric Vehicle due to the existing current
regulation.

The main market enablers for the FLEXCoop model in Spain are:
 the experience of many energy cooperatives in market participation for both wholesale
and retail market,
 the widespread of smart meters in the residential sector and
Impossibility to bid aggregated demand. In real life, the FLEXCoop solution will have to
operate under the restricted conditions of the Spanish electricity market. In other words, in real
market conditions Som Energia would not be able to act as a demand aggregator in the
FLEXCoop testing period, since demand aggregation is not allowed. Nevertheless, the
demonstration will be performed through simulations in order for the FLEXCoop solution to
be tested and its impact to be addressed.
Wholesale market participation as generator. Large energy cooperatives, like Som Energia,
participate in the wholesale market as renewable energy source generator. The FLEXCoop
solutions could enhance their participation, assessing demand flexibility, optimising selling
bids and trading it at periods of peak prices. Although, as minimum offer size is 0.1 MW,
participation in the wholesale market might be limited to specific periods, like peak hours.
Smart meters. The smart meter roll-out programme is in progress and expected to be
completed soon. Nevertheless, the access to data is not straight-forward as the permission has
to be granted by the owning distribution system operator company.
Optimised purchase on wholesale market. FLEXCoop set of solutions could help regulate
the aggregated demand of the cooperative members in order to optimise purchase on the
wholesale market in order to avoid peak prices and provide savings for the consumers, and
optimise the spot market energy purchase strategy of Som Energia in terms of volume and price
since demand uncertainty can be partially estimated and controlled.
However, current price variations do not compensate the effort to participate in wholesale
market. For an average household annual consumption of 3,000 kWh/year and a 10%
consumption shift from peak prices hours to low prices period, the related purchase entails only
19.2 €/year saving. However, variable RES in the energy mix and scarcity prices could change
this situation.
Balancing market. An ongoing consultation by the Spanish TSO is opening the way to
Demand Response participation in the balancing market. However, conditions for participation
are not yet determined.
Main opportunities for FLEXCoop in current regulation. According to the current
applicable legislation in Spain, the integrated FLEXCoop solution would not enable DR trading
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in electricity markets through explicit demand response, however other opportunities would
arise:





Som Energia may provide some automation services (using the OSB) for the members
of the cooperatives.
It may also promote awareness on energy consumption/generation through informative
billing and consumption/production monitoring and analytics for the members of
cooperatives
Som Energia may optimise and improve their bidding strategy in the spot market;
Based on the ongoing consultation by the Spanish TSO, Som Energia could potentially
exploit FLEXCoop for DR participation in the balancing market soon.

In addition, FLEXCoop set of Demand Response (DR) based solutions can be deployed and
tested assessing the potential of the domestic sector market participation in an eventual
favourable market regulation. However, As mentioned above, FLEXCoop approach itself has
been developed assuming that the latest EU regulations and frameworks have been applied and
no regulatory barriers exist.
3.3. Flexibility Markets Overview
3.3.1. Existing and emerging markets for demand response
There are many ways to use consumption flexibility in the energy system and to valorise it as a
resource in electricity and electricity service markets. In general terms, the closer the service is
to “real-time” or power delivery, the more is valuable. The figure below provides an overview
of the main electricity markets in their order of activation.

Figure 2: Simplified overview of electricity markets operation

If the balancing market appears as the main opportunity today, new prospect might arise in a
RES-based electricity system. The following section provides an overview of existing and
emerging “flexibility markets”.
Balancing and ancillary services. As of now the vast majority of Demand Respond resources
in Europe are being used in the balancing and ancillary services markets is led by TSOs. This
is due to the historical predominance of “interruptible load contracts” tailored for big energy
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consumers and to the higher value of energy delivered on a very short term. Indeed, the closest
to power delivery the service is delivered, the most value it has to maintain the real-time balance
of the system (and the more reliable it should be). According to Entso-e’s denomination, from
the fastest reacting to the “slowest” the balancing market is structured in 3 main products:




Frequency Containment Reserves (reacts in seconds);
Frequency Restoration Reserves (reacts in minutes) , it can be automatic (aFRR) or
manual (mFRR);
Replacement Reserves (reacts in 10s of minutes).

The following table describes the balancing market prices in 2016-17 as reported by the SEDC
[12]. For example in France:
Product

Availability payments

Utilisation payments

Primary Control (FCR)

According to bid

According to spot price

Secondary Control (aFRR)

160k€/MW/y for obligations. Free
deals on secondary market.

Spot price

Fast Reserves (mFRR)

24 k€/MW (2017)

Free bid price

Complementary Reserves (RR)

16 k€/MW (2017)

Free bid price

Demand-Side Response
Replacement Reserves

12-20 €/MW/year

100 €, 150 € or 200 €; or spot price based
formula (min. 65 € and max. 500
€/MWh)

Table 2: Overview of balancing market prices in France in 2016-2017
In principle, demand response can be valorised in all these markets, but not all countries have
implemented the necessary requirements to allow for Demand response participation. the
known examples of residential DR aggregators in Europe, Tiko in Switzerland and Voltalis in
France, sell their services on the balancing market.
Wholesale market. The wholesale market is the place where market actors (energy producers,
traders, retailers…) buy and sell electricity. This includes future markets (months ahead) as
well as bilateral contracts (also called OTC). There are two ways Demand Response can
participate in wholesale market:
-

Directly: like in the balancing market, Demand Response is aggregated and sold as
energy on the market at times of peak prices.
Indirectly: through dynamic (retail) prices, the retailer reflects real-time prices to his
customers and encourage them to shift their consumption to lower prices hours which
will enable to purchase accordingly by adapting his consumer profile to this new
behaviour.

A mixed solution is also possible, by allowing the retailer to automate demand response from
his consumers and enabling it to actually dispatch demand response according to wholesale
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market prices. This approach based on explicit DR for purchase optimisation on wholesale
market is the one explored by FLEXCoop (Business Model 2b).
Capacity market. In some EU countries, capacity market, or Capacity Remunerations
Schemes (CRMs) are being implemented with the purpose to guarantee “security of supply”,
i.e. ensuring that enough generation capacity is available at all time independently of weather
conditions. These schemes are managed by the TSO which contracts the required capacity
months in advance and dispatch it only in case of need. If these schemes may have a negative
impact on the valorisation of flexibility as a whole (by removing peak prices), they remain an
opportunity for demand response aggregator.
Congestion management. Almost all on-shore RES installations are connected at the
distribution network level. This represents a challenge for DSOs who have to invest heavily in
order to connect this news assets and manage new flows in their network. In this context, the
ability for consumers to shift demand at time of network congestion is very valuable for DSOs.
However, for now the ways DSOs could access this resource are under trial all over Europe,
and a legal solution should be elaborated at the European level after the approval of the Clean
Energy Package9.
Independence versus market valorisation. Beyond existing and future market opportunity,
demand response can be valuable to enhance self-consumption at various levels:




At individual level, by enabling prosumer to better match the generation patterns of their
own RES devices.
At collective level, when the regulation enables “collective self-consumption”,
favouring consumption from local generation assets at building or neighbourhood level,
mainly through reduced grid fees.
At collective (retailer perimeter) level, by allowing a retailer (or supplier) to better
match the generation patterns of its whole generation portfolio.

As described above, there are many ways to valorise demand response. The following section
provides some examples of existing offers in the United States and in Europe.
3.3.2. Demand response examples in the US and in EU
Residential Demand Response market in the U.S. is more mature market than in Europe.
However, these examples should be examined carefully as most US states rely on an integrated
utility model which has disappeared in Europe with the 3rd Energy Package. This enables US
utilities to e.g. use implicit DR for distribution network management or balancing.
Nevertheless, the examples below provides an order of magnitude of the value that can be
attributed to DR.

9

The Clean Energy Package proposes the creation of a “DSO body” which would be a representative organisation
similar to what ENTSO-E’s have been for TSOs. Its main tasks would be to co-elaborate new network codes
and guidelines related to the management of the grid in RES-based electricity system, including accessing
demand response resources.
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The California’s automated DR program have an incentive range from $125 to
$400/kW of reduction capability. Participants normally receive 60% of the total
program incentive after successful verification of equipment installation and testing of
the committed DR strategies. The remaining 40% of the incentive is paid upon
verification of participant performance in the full DR season.
In the Texas DR Programme, customers may decide independently to reduce
consumption from scheduled or anticipated level in response to price signals or high
demand on the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) system. This is known
as Voluntary Load Response. Depending on how the retail contract with their Load
Serving Entity (LSE) is structured, these customers may have the opportunity to benefit
financially during periods when wholesale prices are high.
The Florida DR Programme involve the installation of a device that can interrupt a
customer’s appliance(s) for a short duration during a period of peak demand. These
interruptions tend to have less notice than those provided to interruptible customers, and
generally do not fully disconnect customers, but interrupt an individual appliance.
Normally, interruptions are kept to short periods and are cycled between groups of
customers. The incentives range from 130$ to 150$ with a distribution among the
critical loads addressed a few times during an annual period.
Thermostat based Program is a schema adopted from different utilities all around the
US. Thermostats are smarter than ever as they’re Wi-Fi-enabled, have mobile platforms,
provide usage history and HVAC maintenance reminders, are easier to program, and
afford homeowners more comfort during DR events. For utilities, the thermostats offer
demonstrated energy savings and increased load reduction, deliver verifiable DR, and
provide a platform for customer engagement. There are more than 50 utilities offering
efficiency and DR programs that incorporate thermostats in the business services.

Several EU balancing market are already widely open to DR. Whereas this not the rule now,
the implementation of the Clean Energy Package will improve the situation.





Great Britain was the first country to open several of its markets to consumer
participation in Europe. In Great Britain the ancillary services market is open, and the
regulator has allowed aggregators free access, despite the fact that the role is yet to be
defined. Therefore, both retailers and aggregators now actively provide services to
residential, commercial and industrial consumers when this is possible within the given
market structures.
In Finland, all products are legally open to DR, with some limitations. However, only
pilot projects are underway in the Primary Reserve normal (FCR-N), and Secondary
Reserve (FRR-A).
France is the only EU State, which has opened both the ancillary services markets and
wholesale market to DR and independent aggregators, and where residential consumers
are also engaged. However, the high mandated cost of the retailer’s sourcing costs will
continue to block market growth within the wholesale markets, as almost all revenues
earned must be paid back to the retailer by the aggregator and consumers.

Additional details on these American and European examples are available in section 7.4
“Annex: Examples of EU and US Demand Response programmes and companies”. The
strength of the FLEXCoop solution lies in its adaptability and in the possibility to support many
of these approaches with some configurations. Although the solution is constructed to meet
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specific business requirements, the automated DR framework that introduces it can be applied
in various DR strategies with some adaptation/configuration. The following section describes
the different elements, or ‘high level services”, the solution is made of.
3.4. FLEXCoop High Level Services
The following section provides an overview of FLEXCoop solution as a tool in order to clarify
the technical possibilities to be explored in the different business models. This section is based
on the ongoing work related to deliverable D2.6 ‘FLEXCoop Framework Architecture
Including Functional, Technical and Communication Specifications’ (due September 2018).
A more technical list of FLEXCoop tools and modules being developed by each partner is
available in Section 7.2 “Annex: FLEXCoop tools overview”.
The following subsection details the main tools or ‘high level services’ which are part of
FLEXCoop solution:







FLEXCoop Open Smart Box
FLEXCoop Informative Billing, Energy monitoring and analytics applications –
Prosumer app
FLEXCoop Generation Monitoring and Forecasting
FLEXCoop Electromobility Solution
FLEXCoop Aggregator Tools
FLEXCoop Marketplace

All these services will be combined in the integrated FLEXCoop solution targeting at covering
the identified business and user requirements in the framework of the project implementation.
Not all of them can provide stand-alone solutions as they are currently being developed as
indispensable parts of the integrated solution. Adaptations, configurations and further
development may be required towards their exploitation as individual solutions.
A detailed description of these tools along with a market definition and trends analysis, potential
customers and competitors will be provided in the D8.5 “Exploitation Plan and Agreement”,
which is currently being developed.
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3.4.1. FLEXCoop Open Smart Box
The OSB provides a Smart home environment for the consumers.
The Open Smart Box will offer free home automation and energy management services
combined with increased home comfort and efficiency. It will allow the prosumer to get
informed about in-home environmental conditions, to control connected devices (manually and
remotely) based on his/her
comfort
and
preferences,
experience
smart
home
automation services towards
higher energy efficiency at
home
and
minimize
consumption patterns without
compromising comfort. All
these will result in a unique user
experience that will increase
consumer satisfaction through
enhanced home personalisation
and comfort services.
Figure 3: FLEXCoop solution
diagram – home level
3.4.2. FLEXCoop Informative Billing, Energy monitoring and analytics applications –
Prosumer app
This tool is an application for individual domestic consumers and prosumers to become active
energy players. This prosumer app is linked to the Open Smart Box.
The application will enable efficient monitoring of real-time demand data and Demand
Response events triggered by aggregators. The main features and functionalities include:
energy demand monitoring and analytics, notifications of demand response, events triggered
by aggregators and verification of compliance with contracts, financial and economic
management of contractual agreements, along with a rich analytics dashboard for increasing
awareness around energy consumption and demand response (e.g. comparison with similar
peers, previous periods analytics, etc.). Furthermore, it allows demand response programs
participation enabling consumers/prosumers to be informed about the flexibility that they offer
as well as the campaigns that they participate.

3.4.3. FLEXCoop Generation Monitoring and Forecasting
A tool for prosumers providing generation monitoring and forecasting services
This application will increase prosumers’ awareness and knowledge of their generation assets
through real-time monitoring and forecasting of the production of their DER generation
modules (e.g. PVs, small wind turbines). The application can further be used by the prosumers
to enhance self-consumption and thus increase their economic benefits while contributing to
the overall environmental sustainability.
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3.4.4. FLEXCoop Electromobility Solution
A tool for consumers with EVs charged in their own house
This tool will provide individual EV flexibility profiles based on mobility and driving
preferences of the consumers. The profiles will be based on EV characteristics (e.g. charging
rate) combined with consumer’s driving needs (e.g. distance to be covered, plug and unplug
time, state-of-charge, etc.). By treating the EVs as a load in the houses (G2V framework), the
consumers can use this tool towards managing efficiently their EV charging while taking into
account their mobility/energy needs and preferences.

3.4.5. FLEXCoop Aggregator Tools
FLEXCoop Aggregator Tools consists in an application for energy aggregators, retailers, local
communities and cooperatives of consumers and prosumers (and other intermediary
companies) to help domestic consumers and prosumers achieve better energy deals while
relieving them from administrative procedures and cumbersome research. By means of the
aggregation and cooperation between citizens, better services and prices will be offered to the
final consumers/prosumers.
The tool will include interfaces and multi-purpose dashboards that will address the needs of
aggregators for optimal portfolio management, clustering and DR strategies implementation,
real-time monitoring, DR event realisation, VPP formulation, portfolio flexibility analysis and
improved flexibility bidding, improved demand forecasting, flexibility analysis and DR
triggering, DR settlement and remuneration, along with relevant features for monitoring,
improved forecasting and analysis of generation DERs at the local and district level.
This way, the aggregators can optimise business functions and energy transactions of all
involved stakeholders.
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Figure 4: FLEXCoop solution diagram – single aggregator level
3.4.6. FLEXCoop DER Registry
The Distributed Energy Resources (DER) Registry is a platform that enables prosumers to
publish their DER devices and their characteristics and aggregators to access this information.
The DER registry supports the functioning of the FLEXCoop Marketplace, as described below.

Figure 5: FLEXCoop Solution Diagram – Multi-Aggregators interaction with DER
registry
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3.4.7. FLEXCoop Marketplace
This tool is a platform to facilitate a pool of assets offering demand flexibility
A marketplace accessible by both prosumers and aggregators. Aggregators publish their offers
to attract consumers and engage them in demand response services, prosumers provide access
to their respective Distributed Energy Resources. Alternative contract types and remuneration
methods (both for standby and activated DERs) can be offered to prosumers, who have the
opportunity to further negotiate and customize their contractual relationship with aggregators
not only in economic terms, but also regarding contract duration, number of DER activations,
frequency of DR triggering, demand assets and flexibility sharing, etc. This marketplace
facilitates on-the-fly contractual arrangements between aggregators and energy resources in
order to further reduce the costs associated to customer recruitment for the aggregator.

Figure 6: FLEXCoop solution diagram – multi-aggregators interaction with Open
Marketplace

The FLEXCoop solution is made out of a coherent suite of products which enables a set of
functionalities to take place. However, the need for these different functionalities depends on
the different uses of the solution, including different roles for automation and different purposes
for flexibility. These different uses have been framed in different business scenarios described
in the following section.
3.5. FLEXCoop Updated Business Scenarios
3.5.1. End-users requirements and expressed needs of cooperatives
Deliverable D2.1 ‘End Users and Business Requirements’ provides some insights on the needs
of residential consumers and energy cooperatives who will be using the FLEXCoop solution
on the demonstration phase. The following section provides a summary of the most relevant
aspects to take into account.
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Based on the FLEXCoop consumer surveys and workshops in Spain and in the NL, prosumers
high-level requirements to participate in Demand Response markets are:
1. Use of electric heating and hot water at home. Most of the cooperative members at
both living labs run their heating systems on gas, using electrical equipment as a
complementary support. The proportion is even larger in the Netherlands.
However, in the Netherlands new gas heating device will be prohibited by 2021 and the
phase-out of gas for residential building is planned by 2050 [13]. Thus, the FLEXCoop
solution is expected to be proven much more beneficial in the close future.
2. Confidence to grant domestic equipment control over to cooperatives. The preferred
consumer option is to have the decision on their eventual participation in DR events.
However, they agree this is not practical and feasible. The acceptance level to grant
home devices’ management to cooperatives is 83% in Spain and 60% in the
Netherlands. Many would not be willing if the managing company was a different one.
However, domestic end users demand to be fully informed about their participation
status at all times.
The FLEXCoop app and web platform will play an important role for transparency and
control by the consumer. Especially, an option to override a Demand response event
should be made available.
3. Consumer-centric conditions. Consumers’ rights protection, honest contracting, fair
remuneration mechanisms and private data security are mandatory conditions to enable
participation. The FLEXCoop solution will address all of them to the degree possible.
4. Main drivers. Social and environmental contribution prevails over economic outputs.
Nonetheless, financial risks are perceived and must be addressed. Members want to
contribute to their cooperative’s long-term stability.
The FLEXCoop solution should valorise other incentives than payment in its
communication (ethical, fun or well-being aspects). It should also limit the impact of
financial penalty (for non-delivery) on consumers (when DR is sold to a third party).
5. Technology attractiveness in Spain. Despite low availability of smart devices and
sensors, consumers look forward to the app/web-based solution (88%), smart equipment
utilisation (73%) and home comfort automation (57%).
FLEXCoop should work on building up on this interest by paying particular attention
to the interface and tools for consumers
6. Self-consumption in the Netherlands. High RES generation assets (63%) and
awareness (86%) for self-consumption. Demand Response might be attractive for an
optimal exploitation of their renewable generation sources.
FLEXCoop should not neglect self-generators who represent a good potential of ‘early
adopters’.
7. Gender participation unbalanced. Low rate of involvement of women in both Living
Lab, even after specific calls. Women participation must be fostered.
Based on the ‘aggregator survey’ filled by sixteen cooperatives from Netherlands, Spain,
Belgium and France, the ‘aggregators’ high-level requirements are:
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8. More information needed. Main doubts might rely on the low rate of comprehension
about the project. Same reason for low feedback about specific tool/service
requirements.
Demand response remains a new topic for a majority of cooperatives and pedagogy
should be used with cooperative for them to understand the benefits they can get.
9. Self-balancing services for Dutch cooperatives. Wholesale markets may be closed to
some cooperatives which do not have a market license. Demand Response is attractive
for their own grid balancing, saving from the BRP external services.
The adaptability of the FLEXCoop tool to different situations and along the
development of a given coop will be a strong asset.
10. Spanish cooperatives seeking new markets access. As self-consumption market is
currently closed, Demand Response is envisaged as an opportunity to participate in
wholesale markets, either as VPP energy supplier or in the ancillary balancing service
market.
As above, the adaptability of the FLEXCoop tool to different situations and along the
development of a given coop will be a strong asset.
11. Large cooperative to incorporate aggregator’s functions. They show interest in the
active Demand Response management. They would not become independent
aggregators as most already work in the retail electricity market. Participation in the
wholesale market through Demand Response is attractive.
The FLEXCoop solution should let open the door to facilitating optimised purchase on
wholesale markets and making it compatible with explicit DR, enabling retailer to both
benefit from cheaper electricity (or resell) on wholesale market and providing services
to the system (esp. balancing).

3.5.2. Updated list of business scenarios
During the writing of deliverable D2.1 ‘End Users and Business Requirements’, five possible
FLEXCoop business scenarios have been listed: (1) Energy efficiency and comfort; (2)
Consumption optimisation of cooperatives resources including (2a) Self- consumption
optimisation of Distributed Energy Resources sation(DER) and (2b) Consumption optimisation
of energy bought on wholesale market; (3) Participation into balancing and ancillary services
and (4) Microgrid-as-a-Service. The details of these business scenarios as delivered in D2.1 is
available in section 7.3 ‘Annex: Initial List of Business Scenarios’. These business scenarios
are the basis on which the Business Models (which use the same name and number) will be
elaborated using the Canvas methodology in the following section.
In order to better take into account the end-users requirements (cooperatives and their
customers) and better exploit the different functionalities of the FLEXCoop solution, the initial
list of business scenarios has been reviewed and adjusted. They consist in different set of
services with an evolutive aspect.
1. Energy efficiency, comfort and self-generation monitoring This scenario concerns
the deployment of ‘Smart Home’ services related to increased comfort and control. It
concerns only automation of devices for comfort improvement purposes and monitoring
services through the app. In this scenario there is no interaction with electricity markets.
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Tools:
o FLEXCoop Open Smart Box
o FLEXCoop Informative Billing, Energy monitoring and analytics applications
– Prosumer app
o FLEXCoop Generation Monitoring and Forecasting

2. A. Self-consumption optimisation of Distributed Energy Resources (DER): This
scenario enables cooperative (retailer) to offer ‘Local Green Electricity’. It concerns the
ability of cooperative to use flexibility in order to better match its own production
patterns or the one of its member-producers (see BM5 in section 3.1.2 ‘The Various
Roles of Energy Cooperatives’). This scenario also includes optimisation of selfgeneration assets, solar PV in particular (see end user requirement 6 in the above
section).
Tools:
o As above
o FLEXCoop Electromobility Solution
o FLEXCoop Aggregator Tools: Application for energy retailers, aggregators,
local communities and cooperatives of consumers and prosumers
2. B. Consumption optimisation of energy bought on wholesale market: This scenario
enables a cooperative (in this case a retailer) to offer cheaper electricity. It concerns the
possibility to use consumers flexibility to better match the anticipated prices on the
intraday wholesale markets, encouraging to avoid peak hours (most expensive ones) and
consume at valley hours (the cheapest ones). For example, the cooperative may propose
a cheaper tariff in exchange of accessing consumers flexibility.
Tools: as above
3. Participation into balancing and ancillary services: This scenario enables
cooperative to get the ‘best value for flexibility’. This concerns the situation where the
cooperative sell back the aggregated load to the system actor who pays the most for.
Contractual agreement should be in place with the third party (TSO or DSO) stating the
remuneration/penalty for following the ancillary services requests. The main
opportunities are:
o ancillary services and balancing market operated by the TSO (Many balancing
market are open to aggregated).
o wholesale short term markets: intraday market and day ahead operated by energy
exchanges e.g. EPEX, OMIE (very few are already open to aggregated DR).
o distribution network congestion management operated by the DSO (at an
experimental level only).
Tools: as above

4. Microgrid-as-a-Service: In this scenario, the cooperative manages DER as well as the
whole grid at a local level. However the scale and the implementability of such a model
will be further deepen by the second edition of this report.
Tools: as above (tbc)
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5. Neutral platform for aggregator-prosumer matching (multi-aggregator): The
FLEXCoop solution is used as a platform service (like Uber or Airbnb) to facilitate
contracting between prosumers and aggregators at a wide scale. Whereas the other
business models concern the cooperative as an ESCO (1) or as an aggregator (2 and 3),
this business model addresses the FLEXCoop marketplace or FLEXCoop as a multistakeholder platform, distinct from the aggregators. In that case, FLEXCoop would
provide the means to enable aggregators and prosumers to negotiate contracts on the fly
towards prosumers participation in DR programmes.
Tools:
o as above
o FLEXCoop Marketplace (all tools)
The original BS4 ‘Microgrid-as-a-Service’, will only be the object of a high-level discussion as
this scenario remains the object of debates. Managing local network would mean that the
cooperative plays locally the role of DSO which is rarely the case, however, this can be deemed
plausible in a near future. Moreover, the self-sufficiency implied by the term ‘microgrid’ is
hardly efficiently implementable at residential level, but the decreasing cost of storage as well
as the expected growth of EVs could make it more realistic. This scenario will be further
elaborated in the second version of this deliverable.
The new BM5 ‘Neutral platform for aggregator-prosumer matching’ will enable the exploration
of functionalities related to the Open Marketplace for Flexibility sharing and the evaluation of
offering a multi-aggregator platform service.
These different business scenarios are archetypes of how the FLEXCoop tools can be used by
a simple ESCO, by a retailer or by independent aggregator. However, these roles can be merged
and a single entity can offer several of these services. The table below presents the compatibility
of business scenario between themselves
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1.Energy
efficiency
and
comfort
1.Energy
efficiency and
comfort
2.Consumption
optimisation of
cooperatives
resources (2a and
2b)

3.Participation
into balancing
(…)

2.Consumption
optimisation of
cooperatives
resources (2a and
2b)

3.Participation
4.Microgridinto balancing and as-a-Service
ancillary services

5.Neutral platform
for aggregatorprosumer matching
(multi-aggregator)

Full compatibility

Full compatibility

To be determined

Full compatibility

Full compatibility for
retailers

To be determined

Possible difficulty to
prioritise flexibility
services if the consumers
is engaged with 2
different service
providers (retailer +
independent aggregator)

To be determined

Competition among
aggregators

Independent
aggregators may
contract with retailers
or perform on-site
optimisation related
to 2a

4.Microgrid-as-aService
5.Neutral platform
(…)
Table 3: Compatibility of business scenarios between themselves
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3.6. Overview of Contractual Parameters
This section gathers the most relevant aspects to consider for each service offer highlighted
above. The template definition process will take also into account the project specific
requirements considering the definition of pilot specific business models as presented above
and the evaluation of different types of controllable loads in the project.
For all business scenarios, the contract should provide a description of the hardware and
software provided:
-

smart box,
complementary smart home communication tools (e.g. meter clamps or smart plugs),
application and web platform,
software
access to software update (with duration)
guarantee on the smart box (with duration)

The main part concerns the aggregator services provides to the prosumer according to the
different business scenarios. In the framework of the FLEXCoop solution this service provider
can be:
-

a cooperative as a simple ESCO (BM1);
a cooperative as a retailer (BM2);
a cooperative as an independent aggregator (BM3);
a cooperative as a microgrid manager (BM4);
a neutral services facilitator (BM5).

The specific aspects related to these different business scenarios will be detailed in their related
sub-sections.
4. FLEXCOOP BUSINESS MODELS INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS
This section aims at transforming Business Scenarios into Business Models. It introduces the
different business scenarios together with their respective value chain which constitute the basis
of the different business models to be developed in this report. An overview of Business Models
and of the related cooperatives’ roles and FLEXCoop main services is provided in the table
below.
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Business models

Main cooperative’s
role involved

BM1: Energy efficiency,
comfort
and
selfgeneration monitoring’

ESCO

BM2a: ;Self-consumption
optimisation of Distributed
Energy Resources (DER)

Retailer

Operations scheduling to match
cooperative RES generation

BM2b:
Consumption
optimisation of energy
bought
on
wholesale
market

Retailer and aggregator

Operations scheduling to match low
wholesale prices hours

BM3: Participation into
balancing and ancillary
services

Independent aggregator

Operations scheduling to flexibility
requests (on balancing, congestion
management or wholesale market)

BM5: Neutral platform for
aggregator- prosumer

(online) platform intermediary

Facilitation of aggregator-prosumer
matching and contracting

FLEXCoop main service
Self-learning
Consumption/PV
monitoring app

automation;
generation

Table 4: Overview of cooperative’s roles and FLEXCoop main services according to
Business Models
This relationship between the different business model envisaged and the main roles involved
in each of them is summarised in the diagram below.

Figure 7: overview of main roles involved according to Business Model
To the exception of BS4, each business scenario is described in full detail and turned into a
Business Model (BM) in the 4 sections below, including a description from cooperative and
consumer point-of-views, the specific value-chain described in a diagram, the FLEXCoop
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products required, and the business model’s characteristics in terms of economic and ethical
gains. Each business model is then fully described through a business model canvas. The BS4
will be further elaborated in the second edition of this deliverable
4.1. Energy efficiency, comfort and self-generation monitoring
4.1.1. Description
Overview. This innovative BM concerns the energy cooperative with an ESCO role that aims
to provide independent services to consumer/prosumer. The ESCO installs the FLEXCoop
solution in their clients’ houses and buildings (consumers, prosumers) and rent out management
services for the provision of the automated FLEXCoop services which includes comfort, energy
efficiency advices, and self-generation monitoring if relevant. The ESCO may additionally
propose to sell and install solar PV panels which can be connected to the FLEXCoop Smart
Box.
Cooperative Perspective. The services provided by the ESCO concern the management
optimisation of consumption devices and of local RES generation units at home level (if there
are some), including:
-

-

increasing comfort through Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) monitoring and selflearning automation based on end-users daily schedules (UC-01, see use Annex C2 ‘Use
Cases Description’ list in FLEXCoop deliverable D2.1 ‘End-User & Business
Requirements’, );
if relevant, promoting self-consumption of prosumers (UC-12), through solar panel
installation in home’s roofs, by shifting demand to high renewable generation times;
additionally to these services, the ESCO could use consumption information to provide
energy efficiency advices

The comfort level and the energy efficiency management is covered by the home automatisation
device, which is the Open Smart Box (OSB). The local optimization engine computes the
optimal schedules for the individual dwelling, and controls automatically the equipment,
turning it on and down according to consumption patterns. The ESCO sells this device to its
clients, with the add-product of the Prosumer App. This app is the visualisation tool for endusers to check their consumption patterns and their energy savings (UC-11).
End-user perspective. The services that the ESCO provides to prosumers in order to manage
efficiently their consumption (and generation) devices, without diminishing comfort, are:



Plug and Play: it consists in appliances automatisation and electrical devices control,
monitoring real time energy consumption of appliances and operational status, reducing
energy waste while maintaining consumer’s comfort.
Visualisation of the real time personal consumption, and if available of the generation
based on the PV production. Availability of personalized profiling information.

In a nutshell, the aim of this BM is to investigate the added value gained by the prosumers from
their participation in a smart automated home control scenario, due to the more efficient
utilisation of their consumption shifting capabilities at local level respecting their consumption
patterns and comfort preferences.
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4.1.2. Specific value chain

Figure 8: Value chain of BM 1. Energy efficiency, comfort and self-generation
monitoring
In this BM, the cooperative takes the role of ESCO (in blue) providing “Energy Efficiency and
Energy Management Services”. The cooperative interacts only with the consumer (“Energy
Consumption”), whilst the rest of the chain remains broadly unchanged.
4.1.3. Assets/products/tools to be utilised
As aforementioned commented, in this innovative BM, the FLEXCoop products that can be
sold are the Open Smart Box and the Informative Billing, Energy monitoring and analytics
applications (Prosumer app). The OSB is a home device whose purpose is to increase home
comfort and efficiency by automated adjustments based on real-time monitoring of the
environmental conditions at home level respecting consumer’ s comfort and individual
preferences while maintaining indoor environment quality. It is linked with the aforementioned
Prosumer App that allows consumers and prosumers to be inform about their consumption and
savings at real-time, and to choose which energy reduction actions they want to take.
Depending on consumers’ assets, the Generation Monitoring and Forecasting can be included
if the end-user owns self-generation devices (e.g. PV panels) or the Electromobility Solution if
the consumer owns an Electric Vehicle.
4.1.4. Economic or ethical gains for each actor.
Energy cooperatives with the role of the ESCO can obtain economic benefits:
-

by renting out the Smart Box and related services to the consumers;

The price at which the ESCO can sell its services depends on:
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the savings that can be realised by the prosumer (energy efficiency),
the subjective valorisation of the overall services (how nice, how fun, how ethic…).

Prosumers economic benefits consist in the reduction of their bills thanks to the strategies
performed by the automated smart devices (e.g. it has been proven that people are lazy in
dealing with their lights in their house. By automatically adjusting lights based on occupancy
and individual preferences this mat result in reducing energy consumption and thus total billing
amount). Complementary benefits are related to the preservation of their comfort and of the
indoor environment quality.
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4.1.5. Business Model Canvas
4.1.5.1. Business Model Canvas for Cooperative ESCOs
Items which are specific to this business models are mentioned in blue.
Key Partners

Key Activities

Value Propositions

 Prosumer
 (PV panels
installersoptional)


 Searching and
engagingDemand (and
generation) forecasting
 Energy management
 Consumer feedback
(app)

 Self-learning automation
(comfort)
 Consumption) monitoring
(control)
 Self-generation
monitoring

 OSB and
platform(s)
owners
Other partners:
 Cloud services

 Automated humancentric services
 User Comfort
preservation
 Safeguarding Indoor
environment quality
Key Resources

Customer
Relationships

Customer
Segments

 At Installation
 Through self-learning
OSB
 Through FLEXCoop
App and web
platform

 Energyconscious
residential
electricity
consumers &
prosumers

 Indoor environment
 Manage issues
quality preservation
timeless and in
 Home automation
appropriate
 Ease of use
manner
 Plug and play solution
 Customer Support
 Interoperability
 Unique user experience
 Attractive and modern
Distribution channels
design

 FLEXCoop products (cf.
tools list)

 Direct sales including
Web sales and inhouse sales
 Word of mouth
 Agreement with
certified installers
 Cooperative events

 Internet connection
 Skilled sales force
 Software
developers/engineers,
data scientists
 Platform / Relevant app
/ webpage

Cost Structure

Revenue Streams/ Cost reductions

 Development and operational cost of the OSB and
Prosumer App or alternatively the license - cost paid to a
third party.
 Measurement & control infrastructure (depending on
agreement with customer)
 Communication
 Operational expenses (payroll, etc.)

 Fixed (static): Fee from prosumer/householder under
specific agreements e.g. registration of DER devices in
the DER registry, participation for a given period in DR
strategies, etc.
 Non‐fixed (variable): sales of additional energy services,
e.g. heating optimisation, energy efficiency etc.
 Fixed: repayments for smart home equipment or
FLEXCoop solution if purchased from the ESCO (if
applicable)
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4.1.5.2. Business Model Canvas for Prosumers
Key Partners
 ESCO
 Retailer

Key Activities
 Inform the ESCO
about
convenience
constraints (e.g.,
temperature
comfort zone).
 Inform the ESCO
about the
capabilities of
the RES installed
equipment (if
applicable)
 Follows the
optimal
consumption
and generation
schedules as
proposed by the
ESCO
(automated)
 Sharing, learning
experiences etc.
with
cooperative
members

Value
Propositions
 The
management of
their devices by
the ESCO will
contribute in the
realisation of the
efficient daily
schedules,
preserving
comfort.
 Their
convenience
constraints are
not violated.
 Automated
home control
dispatch that
leads to efficient
RES production,
consumption
and storage.
(when
applicable)

Cost Structure
 Fixed (static): Flat service fee for ESCO/aggregator services
and additional services e.g. heating optimisation,
energy efficiency etc.
 Variable: the ESCO may take a share on the sale of excess
electricity (if applicable)
 Fixed: repayments for smart home equipment or
FLEXCoop solution if purchased from an ESCO

Relationships with other
partners
 At Installation (trusted
installers)
 Through self-learning
OSB (should note disrupt
usual use of appliances)
 Through FLEXCoop App
and web platform
providing
 Via cooperative meetings
and events

Customer
Segments and
Communication.
The prosumer is
not selling
something.

Revenue Model
 Savings through optimised schedule of appliances
 Revenues by selling its energy surplus to energy
providers (if applicable)
Societal and Environmental Benefits
 More efficient utilisation of the RES units at the local
level, may reduce or eliminate the need for grid
reinforcement and to lower CO2 emissions from fossilfuel plants.
 Active enrolment of consumers in cooperative
monitoring services.
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4.1.6. Main contractual aspects
Service level agreement. The different services are related to comfort, energy efficiency, selfgeneration monitoring. The contract should define the service level agreement (SLA) through
the selection of the respective KPIs, taking into account project specific characteristics (e.g.
DER type availability or presence of storage equipment). Whilst Energy Performance Contract
(EPC) are not per se suitable for the residential sector, the EPC contracts parameters remain
relevant criteria for contract with ESCOs. The items in the table below are related to such
contracts.

Comfort

Energy
efficiency

Self-generation
monitoring

Energy Savings achievement





CO2 emissions achievement





Cost Savings Achievement





Reliability of Service







Cost for the service







Table 5: Overview of service level agreement KPIs for a contract related to BM1
Energy, efficiency and self-generation monitoring

Photovoltaic panels installation. The FLEXCoop solution could also be proposed together
with the optional installation of PV panels. The cooperative could internalise this task or
implement agreement with PV installers to be FLEXCoop solution installers.
To some extent, cooperative ESCO could explore the possibility to implement Energy
Performance Contract. This is a contractual model that may govern the relationship between
the ESCO and the client. Energy Performance Contracting (EPC) means a contractual
arrangement between the beneficiary and the provider of an energy efficiency improvement
measure, verified and monitored during the entire term of the contract, where investment in that
measure are paid for in relation to a contractually agreed level of energy efficiency
improvement or other agreed energy performance criteria, such as financial savings. This type
of contract would apply to bigger consumers or with building managers where detailed
agreement on consumptions level and RoI could be reached, on the other side they are too
technical and burdensome for individual residential consumers.
There are different type of EPCs. In the FLEXCoop framework, the most interest one is the
mixed savings contract. In this type of contract, the ESCO guarantees savings to the client
with any additional savings shared between the ESCO and the client. Thus, the ESCO makes
the investment in the new equipment, which is owned by the ESCO for the duration of the
contract. Ownership of the equipment is transferred to the client at the end of the contract.
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Usually, there is a fixed payment (investment amortisation) a maintenance fee and a variable
payment based on the savings achieved (shared savings).Regarding to the risks, both the ESCO
and the client share the risk of performance and, sometimes, the risk of changes to the price of
energy. However, the credit risk is usually assumed by the ESCO.
Based on the contract between the two parties, the RES production may be used to meet the
local needs (self-consumption or self-sufficiency). For simplicity reasons, the BM assumes that
the ESCO has installed many RES and does not need an aggregator for having access to the
market. In this way, the occupants reduce both their consumption and distribution charges,
while the ESCO receives revenues from selling the surplus energy. On the other hand, the
prosumers that choose self-consumption compare their revenues from the injection of their
production in the grid, with the savings from a reduced electricity bill.
Concerning revenue stream, the bilateral contract should reflect that the ESCO may require a
renting fee from each individual member and also keep a portion of their profits. The revenues
obtained from the prosumer by selling their own RES surplus to the ESCO must be reflected in
the ESCO-prosumer contract.
4.2. Consumption optimisation of cooperatives resources
This business model includes 2a Self-consumption optimisation of Distributed Energy
Resources (DER) and 2b Consumption optimisation of energy bought on wholesale market
4.2.1. Description
Overview. This business model concerns cooperatives which are power producer and retailer
and which will take the additional role of aggregator in order to valorise consumers flexibility
to match prosumer’s or cooperative’s assets generation period (BM 2a), or in order to match
low prices period on the whole sale market (BM 2b). In both situations, the cooperative retailer
proposes the FLEXCoop solution to its customers in exchange of cheaper retail contracts.
Cooperative perspective. To the difference with the previous business model, this business
model implies the deployment of demand response capability, i.e. valorising consumers’
flexibility at system level. This means implementing the tools that will calculate the flexibility
available, in order to re-schedule consumer’s appliances operations according to consumers
preferences (as in the previous business scenario), but also grid needs expressed through new
retailer’s requirements or prosumer’s own generation patterns. These services are related to the
following use cases: Establishment of a data analytics framework for the optimal portfolio
management (UC-03); Establishment of a real time fully automated DR triggering framework
(UC-04); Real time monitoring of DR strategies implementation and re-configuration of
dynamic VPPs (UC-05).
The dynamic VPP will be triggered depending on the resources of the prosumer and/or the
retailer cooperative. According to the business model, the flexibility may have different uses:


In BM2a, the use of the flexibility is related to Promotion of self-consumption concept
for maximizing consumption from local generation units (UC-09) and Prosumer level
self-consumption to maximize energy consumption when high RES generation (UC12). Both cases the purpose is to match the best way possible the generation patterns of
RES should it be at home level or community level.
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Whereas in BM2b, flexibility is related to Promotion of system efficiency concept for
optimising energy purchase on wholesale market based on price or CO2 content (UC09 bis).
End-user perspective. Depending on the service provided the result can be shared with the
consumer as described in UC-11bis 'Prosumers on delivered services and resulting
remuneration – Transparency of the overall framework’. The savings can be shared either in
monetary or CO2 terms.
The services of BM2a and BM2b are complementary and can be used together depending on
the sourcing strategy of the cooperative (own generation/PPAs or wholesale market). Finally,
these services can be added to the one provided in BM1and described in the section above.
4.2.2. Specific value chains

Figure 9: Value chain of BM 2a. Self-consumption optimisation of Distributed Energy
resources (DER)
In the above BM 2a value chain, the cooperative (main role in purple), will optimise ‘Power
consumption’ according to ‘Power Production’ (both on retailer’s side or prosumer’s side for
on-site self-consumption) thanks to FLEXCoop prosumer’s and aggregator’s tools and
minimise the energy bought on the wholesale markets through ‘Balancing services’.
In the graph, the energy produced by the cooperative or its members has been set apart to
differentiate the cooperative owned resources (which the FLEXCoop solution help balancing)
from other resources that may be bought on the market for balancing purposes.
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Figure 10: Value chain of BM 2b. Consumption optimisation of energy bought on the
wholesale market

In the above BM 2b value chain, the cooperative (main role in purple), will optimise ‘Power
consumption’ thanks to FLEXCoop tools in order to improve the sourcing of electricity on
‘Wholesale markets’ and minimise the costs of ‘’Balancing services’.
4.2.3. Assets/products/tools to be utilised
The FLEXCoop products that can be sold are, as above, the Open Smart Box, the Informative
Billing, Energy monitoring and analytics applications – Prosumer app as well as the Generation
Monitoring and Forecasting and Electromobility Solution
Additionally, the Aggregator Tools, (i.e. application for energy retailers, aggregators, local
communities and cooperatives of consumers and prosumers) are the key items to enable
prosumers and aggregators to interact in an easy manner (setting cheapest consumption hours
for the retailer, setting preferences for the prosumer) and make this business model successful.
4.2.4. Economic or ethical gains for each actor
In this BM, the retailer cooperative and its customers will gain a set of benefits related to the
optimised consumption and balancing using its own RES resources:
The economic gains consist in optimising use of own prosumer’s or cooperative’s generation
assets and in limiting balancing costs (BM 2a); as well as the purchase of cheaper electricity on
the wholesale market (BM2b). These should lead to cheaper operation costs for the retailer
and more affordable retail contracts for the end-users;
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The ethical gains consist in the optimised use of RES generation enabling the cooperative to
offer its ‘local green electricity’ (BM 2a). Instead of selling a similar volume of the one
generated by its own resources, the retailer will be able to showcase a higher use of its own
RES resources. This would enable more important independency from market resources and
attract end-users interested in participating into the energy transition and the energy democracy
movements. (see end-user requirements 4 in section 3.5.1).The cooperative purchasing from
the wholesale market (BM2b) will be able to purchase a higher share of RES at system level,
and can match the expectations of energy transition sensitive customers.
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4.2.5. Business Model Canvas
4.2.5.1. Business Model Canvas for Cooperative.
Items which are specific to this business models are mentioned in blue.
Key Partners
 Prosumer
 BRP (BM2a)
 Relationship with
wholesale market
(BM2b)

 FLEXCoop
Solution Owner
 Cooperatives

Other partners:
 Cloud services

Key Activities
 Searching and engaging
 Energy data analytics and
processing (including
Demand forecasting;
Generation forecasting (BM
2a); Market monitoring
(BM2b)
 Energy management
(including consumption rescheduling based on
generation or markets)
 Offering adapted retail
offers
 Consumer feedback (app)

Value Propositions

Customer
Relationships

 Provision of local
 At Installation
green electricity
(BM2a)
 Through self Provision of cheap
learning OSB
(and decarbonised)  Through FLEXCoo
energy from the
p App and web
wholesale market
platform
(BM2b)
 Enabling prosumer
to reduce CO2 (if
CO2 index available)
(BM2b)

Key Resources

Channels
(retail contracts)
 Targeted
communication to
existing client
 Direct sales
including Web
sales and in-house
sales
 Word of mouth
 Agreement with
certified installers
 Cooperative
events

 FLEXCoop solution, including
hardware (OSB) and
Software (Data analytics )
(cf. tools list)
 Internet connection
 Smart meter and
Consumption data
 Skilled sales force
 Software
developers/engineers, data
scientists
 Platform / Relevant app and
webpage

Customer
Segments
 Energyconscious
residential
electricity
consumers &
prosumers
 Tertiary
building
owners/
occupants
 Energy
cooperatives
(if FLEXCoop
solution
comes as a 3rd
party)

Cost Structure

Revenue Streams/ Cost reductions

 Development and operational cost of the OSB and Prosumer and
Aggregator App or alternatively the license - cost paid to a third
party
 Data acquiring and processing for generation (BM2a) or wholesale
market prices (BM2b)
 Measurement & control infrastructure (depending on agreement
with customer)
 Communication
 Operational expenses (payroll, etc.)

 Fixed (static): Fee from prosumer/householder
 Fixed (variable): Savings on Balancing costs
(BM2a); savings from the purchase of cheaper
electricity (BM 2b)
 Non‐fixed (variable): sales of additional energy
services, e.g. heating optimisation, energy
efficiency etc.
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4.2.5.2. Business Model Canvas for Prosumer
Key Partners
 Other Consumers /
Prosumers (via a
cooperative)
 Retailer /
Cooperative as a
retailer
 ESCO (installing
extra PVs or
batteries)

Key Activities
 Inform the retailer
about convenience
constraints
 Inform the retailer
about the
capabilities of the
RES installed
equipment (if
applicable)
 Respond to DR
events initiated by
the aggregator
(automated)

Value Propositions
 Cheaper retail contract
thanks to saving made
on balancing costs
(BM2a) or on
wholesale market
purchase (BM2b)

Customer
Relationships
 At Installation (trusted
installers)
 Through self-learning
OSB (should note
disrupt usual use of
appliances)
 Through FLEXCoop App
and web platform
providing
 Via cooperative meetin
gs and events .

 Sharing, learning
experiences etc.
with cooperative
members
Key Resources
 FLEXCoop solution
(cf. tools list)
 Smart meters
& data
 Connectable
devices: electric
HVAC, water
boilers, smart
bulbs, home
storage and EVs

Customer
Segments
 Retailer
cooperative
with RES
portfolio to
balance
(BM2a)
 Retailer
cooperative
purchasing on
wholesale
market
(BM2b)

Channels
 As part of wider
cooperative
membership
offercertified installers
 Cooperative events

Cost Structure

Revenue Streams/ Cost reductions

 Fixed (static): Flat fee from retailer, may be include in the retail offer.
 Non‐fixed (variable): sales of additional energy services, e.g. heating
optimisation, energy efficiency etc. may be include in the retail offer.

 Savings made in optimisation of energy
usage
 Cheaper retailer contract
 Revenues by selling its energy surplus to
energy providers (if applicable)
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4.2.6. Main contractual aspects
The specific contractual aspects are related to the type of retail offer. The energy surplus from
consumers that will be used during peak-loads must be translated into savings and favourable
energy prices in the energy bill for the participants.
Based on the updated profile of customers equipped with the FLEXCoop solution, the retailer
can estimate the savings realised and provide a cheaper retail contract.
The retailer should obtain clear boundaries to trigger a demand response event, without
providing the consumer with too much technical details. The offer should be easy to understand
and could come in different formulas describing the service and the range of savings to be
expected.
4.3. Participation into balancing and ancillary services
4.3.1. Description
Overview. This BM focuses on the role of the cooperative as an aggregator. The
cooperative/aggregator provides services both to flexibility users (e.g. DSO for grid
management purposes) and to the consumer by facilitating valuable energy consumption
schedules. This BM illustrates the potential of residential end-users appliances like electric
HVAC and domestic hot water systems, to play a role in managing the grid and provide
opportunities for energy cooperatives/aggregators to bid loads into electricity markets, the
balancing one in particular. Such a business scenario assumes that all the legal and legislation
barriers have been somehow fronted concerning the operations of independent aggregators.
End-user’ flexibility may be used to procure cheaper energy (i.e. to use the electricity when it
is cheapest, BM2b), to make optimal use of specific energy sources (distributed production BM
1 and 2a), but also to be sold into the markets. The cooperative role, when it cumulates the roles
of retailer and aggregator, is to find the optimum (for the individual consumer) between these
goals.
Consumer perspective. Consumers (with controllable devices like electric HVAC and
domestic hot water) will benefit from reducing their energy consumption and allocating it at
the most cost-effective times in an automatic way and getting additional rewards based on the
flexibility provided. That is, lower consumption at times of high energy demand, satisfying both
environmental and economic concerns. The consumers will enjoy the benefits of a set-it and
forget-it solution (the OSB) that will not require any surveillance. In addition, the end-user will
be able to withdraw from any automated action whenever he feels uncomfortable. In parallel,
the consumer can be advised by an ESCO to install RES production capacity (i.e. PV panels)
and/or storage capacity (i.e. battery). Then, the consumer became a prosumer. The prosumer
may provide extra flexibility or energy surplus which can be sold into the markets.
Cooperative perspective. The cooperative will play the role of the aggregator and perform
user-oriented DR campaigns focused on shifting energy demand and trade this demand
flexibility to the DSO or TSO. They will be capable of doing forecasting based on business
strategies and giving feedback about flexibility capacity to their members. The aggregator will
use the potential flexibility of electric HVAC, domestic hot water and lighting from their
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portfolio. This provides the opportunity to enter the different electricity markets selling this
flexibility in the Day-ahead and Intraday wholesale electricity market and in the balancing
markets for offering consumption flexibility and DR services to other actors of the grid.
The DSO will benefit by purchasing the flexibility from the aggregators in order to address grid
stability. They will also reduce the risk of outages and economic penalties, so improving their
operational efficiency. They will provide greater network reliability, increased safety and
enhanced security.
4.3.2. Specific value chain

Figure 11: Value chain of BM 3. Participation into balancing an ancillary services

As described in the figure above, consumers (“Power Consumption”), may also own “Power
Production”: some prosumers have production capacity (i.e. PV panels). These residential users
will provide the resources to be traded by the “Aggregator Services”. The role for the aggregator
is to aggregate Demand Response from consumers and sell it to various third-party.




DSOs (“Power Distribution”) for grid congestion management;
TSO (“Power Transmission”) for grid balancing purposes;
Market parties (through “Wholesale Market Operation”) for trading or portfolio
balancing.

Aggregators will be relying on the FLEXCoop solution for delivering tailored DR events,
reports, notices and alarms.
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4.3.3. Assets/products/tools to be utilised
The FLEXCoop tools has been described in the section “3.4 FLEXCoop Main Products”. As
described in the section “3.5.2. Updated list of business scenarios”, the FLEXCoop tools
involved in the “Participation into balancing and ancillary services” BM are the integrated
FLEXCoop solution, except the FLEXCoop DER registry and FLEXCoop Marketplace (used
in the next BM):
 FLEXCoop Open Smart Box
 FLEXCoop Informative Billing, Energy monitoring and analytics applications –
Prosumer app
 FLEXCoop Generation Monitoring and Forecasting
 FLEXCoop Electromobility Solution
 FLEXCoop Aggregator Tool
4.3.4. Economic or ethical gains for each actor
The Energy Cooperatives with that take role of an aggregator can obtain economic benefits by
selling the flexibility and DR services to other actors of the grid, mainly TSO and DSOs. The
revenues depend on real-time balance and network constraints, and different price and demand
periods. Aiming to maximize the revenues of its participants while satisfying their convenience
constraints. The aggregator may also get economic benefits from selling energy surplus from
prosumers into the whole market.
Consumers receive economic incentives through their bills from the aggregator/retailer for
participating in explicit DR campaigns. Prosumers may get extra economic benefits by selling
energy surpluses to the market through the aggregator. Apart from that, the response of the
domestic consumers to change their consumption upon request may be stimulated by social and
ethical parameters, such as the increase of green energy consumption. They may feel
environmentally ethical for assuming their individual responsibility in the energy transition to
greener energy and consequently, in the Global Change mitigation measures.
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4.3.5. Business Model Canvas
4.3.5.1. Business Model Canvas for Cooperative Aggregator
Items which are specific to this business models are mentioned in blue.
Key Partners

Key Activities

 Consumers
/
Prosumers
(via a
cooperative
)
 ESCO
(installing
extra PVs
or
batteries)
• FLEXCoop
solution
owner

 Recruiting participants
 Energy data analytics and processing
(including Demand forecasting, Real‐time
data metering, aggregating flexibility from
households )
 Energy management (running automated DR
campaigns)
 Offering incentives to prosumers
 Consumer feedback (app) (including on
ongoing DR event and of remuneration
offered)
 Market monitoring (balancing, congestion,
wholesale)
 Selling flexibility to DSO, TSO or whol.
Market)
 Managing settlement and verification
Key Resources
 FLEXCoop solution (cf. tools list)
 Smart meters & data
 Connectable devices: electric HVAC, water
boilers, smart bulbs, home storage and EVs
 Skilled sales force
 Software developers/engineers, data
scientists
 Platform / Relevant app and webpage

Cost Structure
 Development and operational cost of the OSB and Prosumer
App or alternatively the license - cost paid to a third party
 Data acquiring and processing (including licencing fee to use
smart meter data where applicable),
 Measurement & control infrastructure (including baselining
and settlement)
 Incentives paid to prosumers/householders for flexibility
 Market participation requirements (balancing, congestion,
wholesale): license, bank guarantee, communication
requirements, etc…
 Communication
 Operational expenses (payroll, etc.)

Value
Customer
Proposition Relationships
s
 At Installation
 Valorising  Through selfflexibility
learning OSB
in
 Through
different
FLEXCoop App
market
and web
platform
 Providing
additional
revenues Channels
to
prosumer  Direct sales
including Web
sales and inhouse sales
 Digital ads
 Word of
mouth
 Agreement
with certified
installers
 Cooperative
events

Customer
Segments
 Energyconscious
residential
electricity
consumers
&
prosumers
 Flexibility
users: BRP,
DSOs,
market
parties
(trader,
retailer)

Revenue Streams/ Cost reductions
 Fixed (static): Fee from prosumer /
householder
 Fixed (variable): payment from flexibility
users (TSO, DSO, market traders) for
flexibility and demand shifting
 Non‐fixed (variable): sales of additional
energy services, e.g. heating optimization,
energy efficiency etc.
 Fixed: repayments for smart home
equipment or FLEXCoop solution if
purchased from the ESCO (if applicable)
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4.3.5.2. Business Model Canvas for Prosumer
Key Partners
 Other Consumers /
Prosumers (via a
cooperative)
 Aggregator /
Cooperative as
aggregator
(independent or
retailer)
 ESCO (installing extra
PVs or batteries)

Key Activities

Value Propositions

 Inform the aggregator
about convenience
constraints
 Inform the aggregator
about the capabilities of
the RES installed
equipment (if applicable)
 )Respond to DR events
initiated by the
aggregator (automated)

 Providing demand
flexibility to system
actors (TSO, DSO,
market parties)
 Generating income
for prosumers via
sales of energy
flexibility (including
generation if
applicable)

 Sharing, learning
experiences etc. with
cooperative members
Key Resources
 FLEXCoop solution (cf.
tools list)
 Smart meters & data
 Connectable devices:
electric HVAC, water
boilers, smart bulbs,
home storage and EVs

Customer
Relationships

Customer
Segments

 At Installation
(trusted
installers)
 Through selflearning OSB
(should note
disrupt usual
use of
appliances)
 Through FLEXCo
op App and web
platform
providing
(possibility to
overrun the
event)
 Via cooperative
meetings and
events
 Customer
support

 Aggregators
operating at
residential level
 Flexibility users:
DSO with
congestion
management
needs; TSO or
market party for
grid/portfolio
balancing

Channels
 As part of wider
cooperative
membership
offer
 At events and
conferences

Cost Structure

Revenue Streams/ Cost reductions

 Fixed (static): Flat fee for aggregator services
 Fixed (variable): Aggregator share on payment from flexibility users (TSO,
DSO, market traders) for flexibility and demand shifting
 Non‐fixed (variable): purchase of additional energy services, e.g. heating
optimisation, energy efficiency etc.
 Fixed: repayments for smart home equipment or FLEXCoop solution if
purchased from the ESCO (if applicable)

 Payments for flexibility and demand
shifting from aggregator
 Payments for electricity surpluses
sold into the market
 Savings made in optimisation of
energy usage
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4.3.6. Main contractual aspects
The aggregator needs to establish the contractual relations required to participate in explicit DR
(i.e. contract with consumers, contracts with DSOs/TSOs, contracts with Suppliers and BRPs)
depending on the exact implementation model.
Flexibility selling conditions. The contract between the consumer and the aggregator should
specify the conditions for selling flexibility to the market. These conditions on the aggregators
side are defined by the participation requirements of the electricity markets in which demand
response is sold.
There is no ‘demand response market’. There are different energy and energy services where
demand response is accepted. Demand Response can be bid in a similar way as electricity
production (in MW and MWh), or it can be bid as its own resource for its capacity to alleviate
the grid (as ‘negawatt’ for congestion management). An overview of the criteria used in these
different market is available in annex 7.5 “Annex: Review of contractual criteria on the different
“flexibility markets””.
The aggregator should obtain clear boundaries to trigger a demand response event, without
providing the consumer with too much technical details. The offer should be easy to understand
and could come in different formulas describing the service and the range of revenue to be
expected as in the following example:
-

‘Comfort above all’: demand response should remain unnoticed (whatever market
prices are). Limited revenues;
‘Bring some extra’: demand response should be triggered when the most interesting,
and may impact slightly comfort in exchange of sizing main valorisation opportunities.
Medium revenues.
‘Optimise my bill’: demand response should be triggered in order to maximise revenues
from this activity, this may impact the availability of some services (hot water, space
heating) as long as price justifies it. Maximum revenues.

In all cases an option to override a demand response event should be envisaged.
Costs and revenues. The bilateral contract should reflect the fixed costs related to access to
the services and variable revenues from the participation in the electricity markets. This can be
implemented in different manners, however the aggregator’s share in the flexibility sale
transaction should remain transparent.
Aggregator’s model. The definition of the contractual agreements between aggregators and
prosumers should take into account the different aspects of DR market operation, in particular
the aggregator’s role regarding retailing and the ‘flexibility market’ in which electricity will be
bid.
According to the USEF framework [14], the aggregator’s role regarding retailing can be
declined in three business models:
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o “Aggregator standard model”10, where the aggregator is also retailer;
o “Flex-Balance Responsibility model”, or independent aggregator;
o “Virtual transfer points model”, where the aggregator is also retailer only for the
flexible assets (e.g. an electric car)
Contractual relationship with complementary system actors remain a major barrier in most EU
markets. An independent aggregator (“Flex-BR model”) has to sign contract with the involved
consumer retailer (and pay for the electricity volumes sold as DR) and with the retailer’s BRP
(to solve any imbalance that may arise from DR activity). This today acts as a major barrier in
most EU countries
Moreover, acquisition costs for new customers are rather high, there are only few independent
aggregators in the European market today. Only two commercial independent aggregators exist
at the European level: Voltalis (FR) and Tiko, Swisscom Energy Solution (CH).
-

-

The French company Voltalis counts more than 100.000 end users participating. The
business model of the company is based on free hardware device installation and provision
of consumption monitoring tools; whereas Voltalis keeps the whole value of the sale of
flexibility.
The Tiko power network (a Swisscom company) uses the electrical heating system and a
boiler to provide residential DR services. The concept is based on the provision of a free
device and achieving energy savings.

However, the implementation of the Clean Energy Package should facilitate the implementation
of this business model, in particular by simplifying the contract negotiations with consumers’
retailers.

4.4. Microgrid-as-a-Service
4.4.1. Description
In this BM, the cooperatives operates the grid in order to enable balance between RES
generation assets and consumption at local level. The implementation of microgrid has been
experimented at different sizes (universities, industry or military camp). However, their
implementation at the residential level remains unclear. The size could vary from a simple
building to a whole neighbourhood and even beyond. The specific aspects of this business
model will be further explored in the second version of this deliverable.

10

This expression is rather confusing in the sense that the expression ‘aggregator’ has been created to designate
companies that were fulfilling different activities than the ones of retailer.
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4.5. Neutral platform for aggregator-prosumer matching
4.5.1. Description
Overview. The FLEXCoop marketplace can be used as a platform service (like Airbnb) to
facilitate contracting between prosumers and aggregators at a wide scale. This business model
addresses the FLEXCoop marketplace as a multi-stakeholder platform. In that case, FLEXCoop
would come as a turn-key solution, a platform that provides the means for
prosumers/aggregators engagement enabling contract negotiation between them using a market
platform. Cooperatives assuming the role of aggregator will be able to negotiate contracts on
the fly with prosumers that have already registered their DERs in the DER registry. The
platform combined with the whole FLEXCoop solution will enable matchmaking between
aggregators and prosumers towards their participation in automated DR strategies.
For a business point of view, the FLEXCoop Marketplace will target multi-sided markets
focusing on:




aggregators (in FLEXCoop cooperatives assumed this market role). In this deliverable
and in the whole FLEXCoop project, special attention will be paid only in BMii and
BMiii cases (as presented in Section 3.1.2 “The Various Roles of Energy Cooperatives”)
that represents the pilot cooperatives in FLEXCoop11.
prosumers who may own different DER devices (generation, load, storage, EVs) and
have different needs and perspectives on using the platform. From the survey made in
the Living Labs and presented in D2.1, we may conclude that the majority of the
prosumers surveyed are willing to participate in explicit DR for contributing in the
sustainability of the electricity system; for serving social and environmental reasons as
well as for ensuring financial stability of their cooperatives.

From the above, we may assume that the need for a matchmaking platform for aggregators and
prosumers has been identified. Transparent contracts, fair remuneration and full respect of data
privacy are very critical aspects for all the participants in the survey. These needs should be
taken into account and explicitly addressed by the FLEXCoop solution to increase the
participation and usage of the platform by the prosumers in a real-life business scenario.
Such a business scenario assumes that all the legal and legislation barriers have been somehow
fronted. In this case, a marketplace is considered necessary to facilitate the participation of
prosumers in DR programmes in a convenient and easy manner. Through FLEXCoop open
marketplace prosumers will be able to select the best energy deal for them. On the other hand,
the platform will also be used by aggregators to publish their offers to attract
consumers/prosumers and engage them in DR services. Alternative contract types and
remuneration methods (both for standby and activated DERs) will be offered to prosumers, who
will be given the opportunity to further negotiate and customize their contractual relationship

11

From the survey made in the Living Labs and presented in D2.1, cooperatives were asked for their willingness
to participate in DR schemes. A vast majority (87%) claimed that they agree. However, the role of cooperative
may vary as indicated in Section Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.. Thus, in order for
constructing a successful and innovative business model the specific needs of each cooperative type should
be identified and addressed. However, this is considered out of scope of the deliverable
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with aggregators. Contract negotiation will concern not only economic terms, but also contract
duration, number of DER activations, frequency of DR triggering, demand assets and flexibility
sharing, etc.
Although the open marketplace is indispensable part of the integrated FLEXCoop solution, its
functionality will mainly serve the needs as described and specified in the use cases UC-4, UC8, UC-11bis.
The establishment of such a marketplace will allow each prosumer possessing a FLEXCoop
OSB to participate in DR programs, even without being a member of an energy cooperative.
This will allow the extension of the project scope beyond energy cooperative members/
prosumers. However, in this deliverable, we will primarily focus on the specific business case
that will be examined in the FLEXCoop pilot sites.
4.5.2. Specific value chain (description and graph)

Figure 12: Value chain of BM 4. Neutral platform for aggregator-prosumer matching
The FLEXCoop Marketplace is the core of this BM. It serves as an intermediary between the
prosumers (“Power Consumption” and “Power Production” in green) and the aggregators
(“Aggregator Services”). The prosumers’ and aggregators’ roles are similar to the ones of the
previous BM.
4.5.3. Assets/products/tools to be utilised
The main FLEXCoop high level services that are needed to support such a business scenario is
the FLEXCoop Marketplace and the DER Registry in order to support interactions between
prosumers and aggregators. These high level services are at the core of this BM.
Then, for an automated DR programme implementation the rest of FLEXCoop high level
services are required in a similar way than in BM3: FLEXCoop Open Smart Box, FLEXCoop
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Informative Billing, Energy monitoring and analytics applications – Prosumer app, FLEXCoop
Generation Monitoring and Forecasting, FLEXCoop Electromobility Solution, FLEXCoop
Aggregator Tools.
However, the FLEXCoop Marketplace and OSB can operate independently from the remaining
solution, with some configuration and adaptation, to fulfil the requirements of a business
scenario where just the appropriate matchmaking is required for both sides (aggregators and
consumers/prosumers).

4.5.4. Economic or ethical gains for each actor.
Such a platform will:







increase financial benefits for both aggregators and prosumers by facilitating the
selection and agreement of the best energy deal for both sides
promote vendor lock-in avoidance
ensure robustness of aggregators’ business functions (by extending their flexibility
sources and introducing additional hedging assets)
contribute to the sustainability of the proposed business model for energy cooperatives
assuming the role of aggregator
increase trust and prosumer engagement through enhanced transparency and fare
remuneration in energy market transactions
ensure convenience and ease of use providing a unique user experience and respect data
privacy and security standards. These will also increase the trust and thus the
engagement of prosumers in using the platform and participating in DR programs

The platform owner can be an independent entity or the cooperatives/aggregators themselves
(if their structure can support the platform operation, maintenance, etc.). The pricing model
(mainly for the further development and maintenance of the platform) can be based for example
on a service fee per transaction (e.g. for each signed contract). However, these more specific
information will be carefully examined as the project progresses and provided in the final
version of the deliverable (M30).
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4.5.5. Business Model Canvas for the Marketplace
In this case the main role is the one of platform related to the marketplace. It can be owned by
a third party or a cooperative (if possible).
Items which are specific to this business models are mentioned in blue.
Key Partners

Key Activities

Value Propositions

 Prosumer
 Aggregator
 Platform
Owner

 Platform
management
 Community
management (who
can participate)
 Platform
development,
maintenance and
provisioning
 Platform promotion
 Ensure data privacy
 Engage the
participants
 Analyse data &
improve
 Problem solving

 Convenience of
engagement in DR
programs
 Respect data privacy
and security
standards
 Ease of transactions
(joining the
platform, negotiate a
contract, sign a
contract, etc.)
 On-the fly contract
negotiation
 Transparency and
fare remuneration
terms and
agreements
 Aggregators can
easily select
prosumers that
match their business
criteria
 Vendor lock-in
avoidance

Other
partners:
 Cloud
services

Key Resources
 FLEXCoop solution (cf.
tools list)
 Skilled sales force
 Software
developers/engineers,
data scientists
 Platform / Relevant
app and webpage
 Connectable devices:
electric HVAC, water
boilers, smart bulbs,
home storage and EVs

Customer
Relationships
 Manage issues
timeless and in
appropriate
manner
 Help aggregators
to acquire
flexibility needed
 Liaise with
communities,
regulators and
other groups as
required
 Transparency
around privacy,
personal data
Channels
 Direct sales
including Web
sales and in-house
sales
 Digital ads
 Word of mouth
 Social, messaging
 Engagement:
Mails, offers

Customer
Segments and
Communication
Aggregators
 Regionalnational
REScoops
 Fully integrated
REScoops
 Other REScoops
Prosumers
 Energyconscious
residential
electricity
consumers &
prosumers

Cost Structure

Revenue Streams

 Advertising
 Development of new features, maintenance of the
platform
 Payroll for employees
 Legal cases and settlement costs
 Customer support

 Transaction fee, e.g. percentage of each
successful contract signed
 Management and advisory fees
 Free access/usage
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4.5.6. Contractual aspects
In principle, this scenario will subject to specific terms of service, payments terms of service
and a dedicated privacy policy. Main critical aspect of such a binding agreement should include:












Terms and conditions on account registration ensuring data privacy and security for all
the transactions that may take place using the marketplace platform
Service fees that may be charged to aggregators and/or prosumers/consumers depending
on the exact business case
Process that should be followed until a contract to be signed by both parties
Specific terms for aggregators/cooperative (e.g. legal aspects that should be fulfilled for
a cooperative to assume the role of aggregator and register in the platform, context and
completeness of information that need to be provided e.g. type of cooperative, location,
etc.)
Specific terms for prosumers (e.g. type of DER devices that can participate, terms and
conditions for signing contracts with more than one aggregators, account management,
etc.)
Contract modifications, cancellations, refunds, etc.
Conflict resolution
Taxes
Liability
Etc.

These are some high-level aspects that we have identified and should be covered towards
participating in a marketplace like the one described above. These will be further elaborated
and constructed in more specific way as the project progresses.
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5. CONCLUSION
The context of energy transition and digitalisation of the energy sector is giving a birth to a
Smart Grid environment characterised by a great diversity of role: energy service providers,
aggregator and RES producers. In addition, traditional roles like system operators or retailers
are being challenged, and the real-time management of an important amount of data is
becoming a core asset for all these actors. At the core of this ecosystem, lies the figure of the
prosumer, the active consumer who acts as a resource for the system by providing consumption
flexibility or additional generation to the grid; but also the one of energy communities, locally
anchored groups of prosumers that may assume different roles in the management of the local
grid. The ongoing reforms introduced by the Clean Energy package are reinforcing this trend
by clarifying the role of this various actors and implementing a level playing field between
them.
The FLEXCoop solution aims at being a multi-purpose tool, addressing the needs of various
actors and of cooperative at different stage of development. It can fit cooperative with a limited
ESCO role, in a bilateral relationship with prosumer (BM1); cooperative with a retailer role
enabling a better use of DER resource at retailer portfolio level (BM2a) or at system level
through wholesale markets (BM2b); cooperatives with the role of (independent) aggregator
valorising flexibility in front of different users (BM3); cooperatives with the role of microgrid
manager piloting generation, consumption and the grid at a local level (BM4) (to be further
explored). Finally, the Open Market Place for Flexibility Sharing provides the possibility of a
multi-stakeholder platform, giving prosumers access to various and trusted aggregators and
enabling cooperatives to benefit from higher visibility and of an ecosystem with complementary
offers (BM5).

Figure 7: Overview of main roles involved according to Business Model
These different Business Models entail different degrees of complexity and managing multiactors business relationship also implies various contractual relationship. If the first business
model involve rather simple business links, the most integrated business model (BM5) involves
a smooth and streamlined regulatory environment for independent aggregators (in particular
regarding retailer and BRP agreements) as well as advanced understanding and engagement of
prosumers. In that sense, given the demonstrated level of commitment of their members,
cooperatives are probably better armed to lead the way.
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7.2. Annex: FLEXCoop tools overview
A. Building Layer
1. FLEXCoop Open Smart Box (developed by Grindrop) integrates sensors,
monitor/control the operation of devices, measures the electricity consumption.
2. Demand Flexibility Profiling Engine (developed by Hypertech) analyses prosumer
energy behaviour and comfort and delivers Holistic Context-Aware Flexibility Profiles
3. Local Demand Manager (developed by ETRA) monitors operational conditions and
selects the optimal DR control strategies, as triggered by the Aggregator.
B. Aggregator Layer
4. Message Oriented Middleware and Big Data Management Platform (developed by
CIMNE) provides standards-based (OpenADR 2.0b, USEF) interfaces to all integrated
FLEXCoop components.
5. Flexibility Forecasting, Segmentation and Aggregation Module (developed by
Hypertech) enables the dynamic and spatio-temporal segmentation, classification and
clustering of consumer flexibility for the selection of appropriate aggregated demand
side-based VPPs to provide specific DR functions (constant interaction with the DER
repository of the aggregator)
6. VPP Configurator, DR Monitoring and Control Dispatch Module (Global Demand
Manager) (developed by ETRA) analyse demand flexibility, along with signals coming
from the DSO side and dispatches related control signals to Local Demand Managers.
7. DR Settlement and Remuneration Module (developed by ETRA) sets the baseline of
current energy performances and supports the measurement and verification of
delivered flexibility.
8. Consumer Visualisation and Engagement Platform (developed by Suite5) is the
visualisation service for end users/customers to ensure their active participation in DR
campaigns including energy demand monitoring and analytics, and notifications of
demand response events.
C. Establishment of a DER Registry and an Open Marketplace
9. Centralized Distributed Semantically Enhanced Registry enables prosumers to
publish DERs belonging to their control portfolios.
10. Open Flexibility Pooling and Sharing Marketplace (software layer) facilitates
negotiation of Demand Response contracts including activation and remuneration
rules.
7.3. Annex: Initial List of Business Scenarios
This is the list of Business Scenarios defined by project partners according to the DoW
committed functionalities and the feedback from REScoop.EU and Living Lab cooperatives
about their needs and preferences. This list is the result of the workgroup at the end of February
2018 and published as Annex C1 of deliverable D2.1 ‘End Users and Business Requirements’
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1. Energy efficiency and comfort




Services: Providing increased comfort and increased control to the home inhabitants
through:
o Scheduled and self-learning operations of HVAC appliances or water boiler
(comfort + energy efficiency); possible participation into ToU distribution tariffs
(moving consumption to off-peak (ex: night time)
o Close-to-real-time feedback on consumption through the app (monitoring and
control).
o Possible complementary energy advices by the REScoop
o No use of flexibility at this stage
RESCoop role:
Role



Status Explanation

ESCO



Aggregator



Generator



Retailer



Balance Responsible Party
(BRP)



Comfort and energy service provider only

No role in the electricity market at this stage

Examples:
o Flixheat offer12, by Essent (NL)
o Energie ID providing online monitoring for Ecopower (BE)
o ‘Dr Watt’ energy training13 by Enercoop (FR)

2. Consumption optimisation of cooperatives resources
2.a. Self-consumption optimisation of Distributed Energy Resources (DER)


Services: The REScoop uses consumers flexibility to better match the patterns of the
coop’s generation assets – owned by prosumers or owned by the cooperative as generator
(VPP as a REScoop resource), with the purpose to offer the client the necessary means to
optimise the demand profile of the home in order to match that generation profile (local
generation or cooperative owned):
o greener energy consumed (better consumption of coop’s RES resources)
o cheaper energy bills (better internal balancing with coop’s own resources)

12

http://www.flixbyessent.be/nl/pakketten/heat

13

http://www.enercoop.fr/offers/drwatt
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REScoop role:

Role

Stat
us

Explanation

ESCO

 (as part of aggregator role)

Aggregator

 to perform consumption management according to energy
generation forecast

Generator

 except if all DERs are owned by prosumers

Retailer

 to link DERs and active consumers, using the main grid

Balance Responsible ~
Party14 (BRP)


Limiting his role (decrease of imbalances). Ultimately, the coop
could take full responsibility for its imbalances and become a BRP

Examples:
o SchwarmDirigent15, by LichtBlick (DE): optimisation according to retailer’s
portfolio resources
o Mieterström model (DE)16: self-consumption model in building with various
tenants
o Verbund VPP17 (AT): Large consumers’ VPP in Austria
SonnenCommunity18 (DE). Storage case by massive use of batteries.

2.b. Consumption optimisation of energy bought on wholesale market


Services: The REScoop uses consumers flexibility to better match the anticipated prices
on wholesale market – encouraging consumption at low hours and avoiding consumption
at peak hours (use of dynamic prices, the REScoop may propose a cheaper tariff in
exchange of accessing consumers flexibility):
o cheaper energy consumed (overall energy bought on wholesale market is
cheaper) leading to cheaper energy bills

14

“An ARP [or BRP] may be an electricity producer, a major consumer, an electricity supplier or a trader. They
are tasked with maintaining the quarter-hourly balance between all grid user injections and offtakes for which
they, as an ARP, are responsible” … “If an imbalance between injections and offtakes is recorded at an access
point, Elia applies an imbalance tariff”. Source: http://www.elia.be/en/products-and-services/balance

15

https://www.lichtblickblog.de/schwarmenergie/lichtblick-schwarmdirigent-in-san-francisco-cem7/

16

http://www.pv-financing.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/pv_inancing_webinar_feb_2017.pdf, p.18

17

https://www.verbund.com/en-at/about-verbund/news-press/press-releases/2013/10/30/virtuelles-kraftwerk

18

https://www.sonnenbatterie.de/en/sonnenCommunity
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o existing commercial arrangements (e.g. electricity supply contracts) between
the Supplier and its clients must be in place, preferably including provisions
for dynamic/real-time energy tariffs
REScoop role:

Role

Statu
s

Explanation

ESCO



Same as above

Aggregator



Same as above

Generator



In that case energy is bought on wholesale market

Retailer



Intermediary between wholesale market prices and consumers

Balance Responsible
Party (BRP)

~

Same as above



Examples: Similar to Fortum Fiksu tariff19, based on hourly pricing (the proposed 2.a
scenario does not propose dynamic pricing).

Scenario 2.a. and 2.b. are compatible, depending on actual energy resources of the
cooperative
3. Participation into balancing and ancillary services
(UC-3; UC-5)




Services: The REScoop uses the flexibility to provide services to other system actors
(TSO, DSO, other coops or retailers). A clear framework describing the interactions
between the Operator and the DSO must be set (contractual agreement in place stating the
remuneration/penalty for following the ancillary services requests).
RESCoop role:
Role

Status

Explanation

ESCO



(as part of aggregator role)

Aggregator



to perform consumption management according to flexibility buyer’s
request

Generator



Services are independent from generation

19 https://www.fortum.com/en/products-and-services/energy-efficiency-services/fortum-fiksu/pages/default.aspx
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This should change with the new European regulation.

Examples: Tiko22, residential aggregator (CH); Flextricity23, tertiary aggregator (UK)
Possible services (buyer)

Status in Spain24

Status in the NL25

Distribution
management
(DSO)

congestion

Today not possible: DSOs have no
means to buy flexibility services.

Today not possible: DSOs have no
means to buy flexibility services

Loads

Impossible in Spain - TSO does
not accept aggregated bids

Interruptible
contract (TSO)

Info not available
Balancing: FCR, FRR, RR
(TSO)

Aggregated bids are possible in RR
(tertiary control) only -

Aggregated bids are possible in
aFRR (Regelvermogen) and mFRR
(Reservevermogen)

Short term energy markets:
Intraday,
day-ahead
(traders and retailers)

Accessible to Balance Responsible
Party

Accessible to Balance Responsible
Party

4. Microgrid-as-a-Service


(UC-7)



Services: Ultimate stage of generation-consumption management: the coop realizes the
real-time management of decentralized generation; consumption (smart appliances) and
storage and offers the possibility not to rely on the grid anymore (i.e. to become a
microgrid).
o Energy independence (from grid and from markets)
o the tool should enable to schedule the demand, based on own RES production
installation or production installations, self-owned/managed or provided by a
RESCO
REScoop role:

20

Except in UK & IE; and a standardized procedure has been implemented in CH & FR.

21

Idem

22

https://tiko.ch/

23

https://www.flexitricity.com/en-gb/solutions/

24

SEDC, http://www.smartenergydemand.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/SEDC-Explicit-Demand-Response-inEurope-Mapping-the-Markets-2017.pdf, p. 177

25

SEDC, op cit., p. 136
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Status

ESCO



(as part of aggregator role)

Aggregator



To perform consumption management according to
generation patterns (forecast & delivered)

Generator



Retailer



Balance Responsible Party (BRP)

Distribution
(NEW role)

System

Operator

Frequency and ancillary services
provider (NEW role)



Explanation

In a microgrid the coop would perform similar tasks as
an integrated utility & TSO on a small scale, managing a
coherent system that could be (theoretically)
disconnected from the grid.





Examples:
o EUREF campus in Berlin (DE) is a microgrid;
o Savona University campus (IT)
o Limited examples, difficult to demonstrate, longer-term perspective
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7.4. Annex: Examples of EU and US Demand Response programmes and companies
US market
California’s automated demand response program
The Automated Demand Response (Auto DR) program provides free technical assistance and
generous incentives to customers of PG&E, SCE, and SDG & E for installing automated DR
equipment. Participation is open to customers enrolled in a qualifying DR or time-varying
pricing programs (PG&E’s Peak Day Pricing or SCE and SDG&E’s Critical Peak Pricing
program). Auto DR Schema uses communication and control technology to automatically
implement the customer’s chosen pre-programmed load reductions, providing a fast and
reliable way to respond to peak events, while still leaving the customer in complete control.
Incentives range from $125 to $400/kW of reduction capability, depending on level of
automation and utility. Eligible equipment includes energy management systems and software,
wired and wireless controls for lighting, HVAC, thermostats, motors, pumps and other
equipment capable of receiving curtailment signals. SCE also offers the Auto-DR
Express program to smaller customers (up to 400 kW peak demand).
Participants normally receive 60 percent of the total program incentive after successful
verification of equipment installation and testing of the committed DR strategies. The
remaining 40 percent of the incentive is paid upon verification of participant performance in
the full DR season, which may be up to 12 months after the first payment. Incentives may not
exceed 100 percent of total project cost.
As California Market, is a mature market on the implementation of Auto DR Strategies, there
is also the option of contracting with thrid party aggregators for participation on DR
programmes. Aggregators are independent third parties, authorized to work with utilities to
reduce the energy usage during periods of peak demand, high wholesale-electrical prices,
system constraints and emergencies. Several customized programmes are available towards the
most active participation of end users on Auto DR programmes as structured by the third party
Aggregators.
Texas Demand Response Programme
The Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) manages the flow of electric power to 23
million Texas customers as an independent system operator (ISO) in the United States. There
are different types of DR programmes managed by ERCOT with the focus of customers’
participation:
•

•

Customers who are capable of changing their load in response to an instruction and can
meet certain performance requirements may qualify to become Load Resources (LRs). In
the ERCOT markets, the value of a Load Resource’s load reduction is equal to that of an
increase in generation by a generating plant.
Customers may decide independently to reduce consumption from scheduled or anticipated
level in response to price signals or high demand on the ERCOT system. This is known as
Voluntary Load Response. Depending on how the retail contract with their Load Serving
Entity (LSE) is structured, these customers may have the opportunity to benefit financially
during periods when wholesale market prices are high.
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Special focus is delivered on the exploitation of HVAC devices, as the ones with the highest
potential for demand response during peak summer period.
Florida Demand Response Programme
Efforts are delivered on the implementation of DR programmes addressing residential users and
in Florida demand response is already mandatory. The is a very interesting case, as the state
utilities offer “all–in–one” DR programmes to support active participation of residential users.
Load management programs involve the installation of a device that can interrupt a customer’s
appliance(s) for a short duration during a period of peak demand. These interruptions tend to
have less notice than those provided to interruptible customers, and generally do not fully
disconnect customers, but interrupt an individual appliance. Normally, interruptions are kept to
short periods and are cycled between groups of customers. The incentives range from 130$ to
150$ with a distribution among the critical loads addressed a few times during an annual period.
An indicative DR template is presented in the following table:
Device

Timing

Timing of Cycles

Annual Benefit

Water Heater

Year Round

Up to 5 hours during peak demand
period

50 $

Pool Pump

Year Round

Up to 5 hours during peak demand
period

30 $

Heating

Winter

Up to 16.5 minutes out of each 30
minute in peak demand

40 $

Cooling

Summer

Up to 16.5 minutes out of each 30
minute in peak demand

40 $

Source: Duke Energy
Thermostat based Program
This is a schema adopted from different utilities all around the US. The BoYT programme is
mainly triggered by technology vendors towards the exploitation of capabilities provided by
the third generation of smart thermostats. These thermostats are smarter than ever as they’re
Wi-Fi-enabled, have mobile platforms, provide usage history and HVAC maintenance
reminders, are easier to program, and afford homeowners more comfort during DR events. For
utilities, the thermostats offer demonstrated energy savings and increased load reduction,
deliver verifiable DR, and provide a platform for customer engagement. Nest, Ecobee,
EcoFactor, EnergyHub, Alarm.com and Honeywell are the leading partners on the
establishment of these projects along with utilities, as an act of promoting their solutions on
energy markets. There are more than 50 utilities offering efficiency and DR programs that
incorporate thermostats in the business services. Currently, utility DR programs follow one of
three models.


Free thermostat. In this structure, the utility provides participants with a free
thermostat for enrolling in the program. The majority of utilities offering smart
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thermostat pilots and programs are following this model, including Avista Utilities,
Minnesota Valley Electric Cooperative, Reliant, and Xcel Energy.
Bonus incentives. Southern California Edison and San Diego Gas & Electric pay a
higher incentive to customers who use an enabling technology such as a smart
thermostat to automatically respond to pricing signals in their peak-time rebate
programs.
BYOT. The third model, and the one we’re most excited about, is what EnergyHub has
dubbed “Bring Your Own Thermostat” (BYOT). Austin Energy and CenterPoint
Energy are offering customers incentives of $85 and $25, respectively, to purchase a
Wi-Fi-enabled thermostat through retail outlets or contractors, which utilities can then
leverage for DR programs. This model—also called a bottoms-up approach or retail
aggregation model—allows utilities to avoid paying for equipment and installation and
allows customers to choose their own thermostat.

EU Market
The review of E.U. market (active markets promoting residentials and SMEs participation in
DR schemas) was also performed. While the detailed market analysis is reported in D2.2, the
focus in this section is about the definition of contract templates.






Great Britain (GB) was the first country to open several of its markets to consumer
participation in Europe. In Great Britain the ancillary services market is open, and the
regulator has allowed aggregators free access, despite the fact that the role is yet to be
defined. Therefore, both retailers and aggregators now actively provide services to
residential, commercial and industrial consumers when this is possible within the given
market structures. However, unfortunately in recent years it seems that the stakeholder
process between providers, DECC and Ofgem has not been as effective as would be hoped
in a mature market. As a result, measurement, baseline, bidding and many other procedural
and operational requirements are still inappropriate for demand-side resources, noticeably
reducing the number of demand-side MWs in the system (even as national capacity
continues to decline).
In Finland, all products are legally open to Demand Response, with some limitations.
However, only pilot projects are underway in the Primary Reserve normal (FCR-N), and
Secondary Reserve (FRR-A). Prequalification for participating in a market is measured at
the aggregated pool level, rather than for each consumer individually. This is an important
enabler as it allows the aggregated pool of consumer load to be treated as a single resource,
maximising the group’s joint potential. It also allows the aggregator to act as mediator for
the consumer, protecting them from onerous and complex technical pre-qualification
measures. No minimum required size for consumer participation and no technical
requirements for the single unit. Fingrid has worked actively with national consumers
(household to industrial) to enable participation. They are also looking to expand these
capabilities through automating residential heating controls.
France is the only Member State in Europe, which has opened both the ancillary services
markets and wholesale market to Demand Response and independent aggregators. This is
made possible because the relationship between aggregators and retailers/BRPs has been
regulated in 2013 and a standardised framework is put in place. It is also one of only 3
Member States (Finland, GB and France) where residential consumers are also engaged.
However the high mandated cost of the retailer’s sourcing costs will continue to block
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market growth within the wholesale markets, as almost all revenues earned must be paid
back to the retailer by the aggregator and consumers. Since 2003, large industrial customers
been participated in the balancing mechanism, and from 2007, the first pilots were run in
order to introduce aggregated residential load to the mechanism. In 2014, for the first time
an industrial consumer provided its energy reduction as a FCR or Primary Reserve.
What related to grid related DR programmes, ERDF runs 15 demonstration projects, aiming
at testing programmes that could allow for better network management of the grid. Explicit
Demand Response in the residential sector (so called “l’effacement résidentiel diffus”) can
receive a premium for the consumption reductions that they provide. In 2015, the premium
was set at the level of 16 €/MWh during daytime (7-23) and 2 €/MWh during night.
An overview of DR residential programmes (automated) in Europe are presented with focus on
contractual agreements.
-

-

The most well-known programme in Europe is coming from the FR company Voltalis with
>100.000 end users participating. The business model of the company is based on the
concept of: hardware device installation for free and provision of significant energy savings
up to 15%.
The tiko power network uses the electrical heating system and a boiler to provide residential
DR services. Once again, the concept is based on the provision of a free device and
achieving energy savings, namely:
o
o

-

By combining storage units in premises a reward of 175 CHF on average
Depending of battery size: from CHF 100.- for a 2kWh battery to 275.- for a 16kWh battery.

In Finland, Helen company has started experimenting with the DR concept with SME
customers; the provision of rewards is normally calculated as the product of the amount of
power regulated in the system (MW), the reserve time (h) and compensation (EUR/MWh/h)
In the UK, the National Grid is offering different types of DR services with the end users
(mainly SME) being able to participate through Aggregated Schemas. The definition of
market contracts is based on the discretion of each Aggregator with some insights about the
available market DR schemas to be provided:
o Short term operating reserve (STOR) service is used in a form of demand reduction
or backup generation. With a short notice of 4 h ahead, a STOR provider must
supply at least 3 MW power over a minimum interval of 2 h. The average payment
of the STOR service was £25,000/MW per year in 2015/16.
o Dynamic firm frequency response (FFR) service requires a minimal power delivery
of 10MWover 30 s. The average payment of the FFR service was £17,500/MW per
year in 2015/16.
o Static frequency control by demand management (FCDM) service needs a minimum
power of 3 MW over a half-hour time interval to deliver this service. System
frequency triggers the FCDM service when it declines below 49.7 Hz. The average
payment of the FCDM service was £35,000/MW per year in 2015/16.
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7.5. Annex: Review of contractual criteria on the different “flexibility markets”
The table below gathers the main parameters on the main DR markets envisioned in this project:
Type of “DR market”

DR market criteria

FCR, FRR and RR

Minimum bid size
Notification time (sec)
Number of notification times (for FCR)
Activation Type (Activation when…..)
Availability payments (€/MW/h)
Utilisation payments (€/MWh)

Wholesale market

The NEBEF scheme in France is the only one in Europe enabling the
trading of Explicit Demand response on the Wholesale market
Minimum / maximum bid size (e.g. 1 MWh or 10kW)
Minimum / maximum duration (e.g. 15 min / 60 min)
Definition of congestion point (identification of the congested
area).
Activation period: time before activation signal and ramp up period
(1h, 15 min, 0 sec)
Maximum ramping period (15 min, 5 min, …)
Minimum full activation period (15 min, 30 min, …)
Mode of activation (automatic, manual)
Availability window (per day, per week, per year)
Frequency: Maximum number of activations (per day, per week, per
year)
Recovery time: Minimum time between activations
Recovery conditions

Congestion management26

Table 6: Review of contractual criteria on the different “flexibility markets”

26

According to DSO joint paper “Flexibility in the energy transition, A tool for electricity DSOs”, 2018. Available
at:
https://www.edsoforsmartgrids.eu/wp-content/uploads/Flexibility-in-the-energy-transition-A-tool-forelectricity-DSOs-2018-HD.pdf
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